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Conversion Factors, 
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of Measurement 

Non-SI units of measurement used in this report can be converted to SI units 
as follows: 
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deqrees (angle) 0.01745329 radians 
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1  Introduction 

Background 

Lock gates serve several different functions, depending on locations and 
conditions. The major use of lock gates is to form a damming surface across a 
lock chamber, but the gates may also be used to serve as guard gates, to fill and 
empty a lock chamber, to allow ice and debris to pass, and to provide access 
from one lock wall to the other by means of walkways or bridgeways installed 
on top of the gates. A navigation lock requires closure gates at both ends of the 
lock so the water level in the lock chamber can be varied to coincide with that in 
the upper and lower approach channels. Many locks in the United States are 
equipped with double-leaf miter gates that are used for moderate- and high-lift 
locks, having a height of 20 to 80 ft1 and a chamber width of 56 to 110 ft. These 
gates are fairly simple in construction and operation and can be opened or closed 
more rapidly than any other type of gate. Maintenance costs are generally low. 

Miter gates are framed either horizontally or vertically. The skin plate of a 
horizontally framed gate is supported by horizontal members that may be either 
circular arches or straight girders acting as beams (Figure 1). Each horizontal 
member is supported by a vertical quoin post at one end and a miter post at the 
other (Figures 1-3). 

A vertically framed gate resists water pressure by use of a skin plate 
supported on a series of vertical girders almost uniformly spaced along the 
length of the gate. The vertical girders are supported at the top and bottom by 
horizontal girders that transmit the loads to miter and quoin at the top of the leaf 
and directly to the sill at the bottom (Figure 4). Due to the greater rigidity and 
resistance to boat impact of the horizontally framed miter gates and the 
insignificant difference in cost, vertically framed gates are no longer designed by 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) except in unusual applications and 
with special approval from Headquarters, US ACE. 

1 A table of factors for converting non-SI to SI units of measurement is presented on page xiv. 
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Horizontal girders 

Figure 1.   Downstream view of basic structural elements of horizontally framed miter gate 

_Figure 3 Intermediate diaphragm 

End diaphragm 
Diagonals 

Figure 2.   Downstream view of detailed structural elements of horizontally framed miter gate 
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1. End diaphragm 
2. Thrust diaphragm 
3. Quoin post 

Figure 3.   Top view of tapered end section of horizontally framed miter gate 
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Horizontal girder 

Figure 4.   Downstream view of vertically framed miter gate 

USACE has developed the computer program CMITERW for the analysis 
and design of horizontally framed miter gates with the skin plate on the upstream 
face only.   This program comprises three principal modules: 

a. A recommended design module, which suggests girder web depth, girder 
spacing, and the spacing and sizes of the intercostals. 
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b. A design module, which is used to design the basic and detailed gate leaf 
elements (Figures 1 and 2). 

c. An investigation module, which is used to investigate the integrity of 
elements in an existing gate. 

Design Criteria 

The computer program CMITER (Headquarters, Department of the Army 
1988) is based on allowable stress design (ASD) criteria specified in Engineer 
Manual (EM) 1110-2-2703 (Headquarters, Department of the Army 1984) and in 
the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) (1989) manual. In the past, 
basic guidelines for design of hydraulic steel structures (HSS) have been in 
accordance with the ASD criteria in EM 1110-2-2703 and the AISC (1989) 
manual. The ASD criteria have usually yielded safe and reliable structures. 
However, the criteria do not recognize differing variability in loads and 
resistances. Therefore, to obtain structures with a more uniform reliability, a 
load and resistance factor design (LRFD) approach (EM 1110-2-2105 
(Headquarters, Department of the Army 1992)) has been adopted by most 
specification writing committees. Criteria in the LRFD approach have two main 
advantages over the ASD criteria. First, a limit state analysis does not have to 
follow linearity between load and force, or between force and stress. Second, the 
application of multiple load factors can be used to reflect the degree of 
uncertainty for different loads. Also, application of multiple resistance factors 
reflects differing uncertainties in a particular resistance (bending capacity, shear 
capacity, etc.). Due to these advantages, more uniform reliability is achieved in 
the design process. 

Objectives 

General objectives of the work discussed herein are as follows: 

a. Update the CMITER program for the analysis and design of horizontally 
framed miter gates to include the LRFD specifications established by 
USACE. 

b. Create a graphic preprocessor that allows the user to generate the input 
files required to run the program by the presence of graphics and sketches. 

c. Create a graphic postprocessor that allows the user to see the program 
results graphically. 

d. Describe the criteria used in the CMITERW-LRFD program to design and 
investigate the elements in a horizontally framed miter gate. 
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e.  Present the program's user manual. 

/   Present an example that will help the user generate the input files required 
by the program. 
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2 LRFD Criteria for Miter Gates 

Scope 

This chapter presents the criteria used in the CMITERW-LRFD program to 
design and investigate the main structural elements of horizontally framed miter 
gates. The gates are shown schematically in Figures 1 and 2. The criteria 
include specifications of applied loads, load cases, load combinations, and 
analysis methods used in the program. Design methods described herein are in 
accordance with those given in EM 1110-2-2105 and AISC-LRFD (1986). 

Design Basis 

LRFD is a method of proportioning structures in such a manner that no 
applicable limit state is exceeded when the structure is subjected to all appro- 
priate design load combinations. The basic safety check in LRFD may be 
expressed mathematically as 

sY,.ß„, * «<K 

where y,- denotes the load factors that account for variability in the loads to 
which they are assigned, and Qni represents nominal (code-specified) load 
effects. The expression EY,ß„,is the required strength. Load factors and load 
combinations for miter gate design are listed later in this chapter. Ä„is the 
nominal resistance, and (J) is a resistance factor that reflects the uncertainty in the 
resistance for the particular limit state and, in a relative sense, the consequence 
of attaining the limit state. The factor a is a reliability factor of 0.9 for HSS 
except for the structures described below, for which a is 0.85: 

a. HSS for which inspection and maintenance are difficult because the HSS 
is normally submerged, and removal of the HSS causes disruption of a 
larger project. Examples of this type of HSS include tainter valves and 
leaves of vertical lift gates which are normally submerged. 

b. HSS in brackish water or seawater. 

The product a$Rn is termed "the design strength for HSS." 
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Gate Properties 

General geometry 

The general framing of a horizontally framed miter gates is divided into two 
groups: basic structural elements that include the skin plate, intercostals, and 
plate girders that comprise the majority of the weight in the gate (Figure 1); and 
detailed structural elements that include the tapered-end section, end diaphragms, 
quoin post, thrust diaphragm, and diagonals (Figures 2 and 3). 

Structural steel 

Lock gates are usually constructed of structural-grade carbon steel having a 
yield point of 36,000 psi. Low-alloy steel with a yield point up to 50,000 psi 
may also be used and is frequently used for the skin plate with girders of 
36,000-psi steel. 

Loads and Reactions 

The principal types of loads applicable to miter gate design are gravity, hy- 
draulic, operating, barge impact, and earthquake loads. Reactions and load cases 
are generally considered in two categories: gate in the open or intermediate 
position with no pool differential, and leaves mitered and supporting the full 
hydrostatic load. 

Vertical loads 

Vertical loads consist of the dead load of the gate, mud, and/or ice. 

Hydraulic loads 

Hydraulic loads consist of static water load on the gate produced by the pool 
differential and temporal hydraulic loads (Figure 5). 

The effect of temporal loads on the gate due to waves, surges, etc., can be 
evaluated with appropriate conditions selected. A minimum temporal hydraulic 
load of 1.25 ft acting from the full submergence elevation (ELFS) down to the 
sill, with a period exceeding 30 sec (thus considered static), is specified in 
EM 1110-2-2703. 
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ELFS HEAD I -8.8 ft (SKIN PLATE IMPACT LOAD) 

ELOW 
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ELEVATION LOWER POOL 

SILL 

Figure 5.   Hydrostatic loads acting on a horizontally framed miter gate 

Operating loads 

Operating load is the maximum load exerted by the operating machinery 
(obtained from the mechanical engineer who designed the machinery) and is 
considered for cases in which the gate is held by a submerged obstruction. 

Barge impact loads 

A barge impact load is a dynamic load applied to the gate when struck by a 
barge. The barge impact load is specified as a point load, and it is applied to the 
girders above the pool level in the downstream direction at the miter point 
(symmetrical impact) and anywhere in the girder span at which a single barge 
may impact (unsymmetrical impact) (Figure 6). This location is anywhere in the 
span at least 35 ft (standard barge width) from either lock wall. The impact load 
(I) is 250 kips for unsymmetrical loading and 400 kips for symmetrical loading. 
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UNSYMMETRICAL IMPACT 

SYMMETRICAL IMPACT 

Figure 6.   Impact loads for miter gate girders 

The equations used to find the axial and flexure loads are 

a. Symmetrical impact: 

51 
P = 

/To 

M= -Pe 

(1) 

(2) 
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b.  Unsymmetrical impact: 

P = <4* + a>7 (3) 

M = 

/IÖ a 

Ix (a - x) Pe (4) 

where 

P = axial loads 

/ = impact load specified as 400 kips for symmetrical impact and 250 kips 
for unsymmetrical impact 

M = flexure load 

e = distance between work line and neutral axis of the girder 

x = distance between the quoin contact point and the unsymmetrical 
impact load position 

a = distance between quoin contact point and miter contact 

Earthquake loads 

Design loads are specified based on an operational basis earthquake (OBE) 
having a 50-percent chance of being exceeded in 100 years. This translates to a 
probability of annual exceedance of 0.0069, or approximately 145 years mean 
recurrence interval. The earthquake load is based on inertial hydrodynamic 
effects of water moving within the structure. This is determined based on 
Westergaard's equation: 

p = g yw
ac fi*y (5) 

where 

p = lateral pressure at a distance y below the pool surface 

yw = unit weight of water (62.428 lb/ft3) 

ac = maximum acceleration of the supporting lock wall due to the OBE 
(expressed as a fraction of gravitational acceleration g) 

H = pool depth 
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The lock wall is assumed to be rigid in determination of ac, and the assumed 
direction of ac is parallel to the lock center line. The inertial forces resulting 
from the mass due to structural weight, ice, and mud are not included in the 
earthquake loads because the magnitudes of these loads are insignificant 
compared with the hydrodynamic loads obtained from Westergaard's equation. 

Load combinations 

EM 1110-2-2105 specifies that miter gates shall have design strengths at all 
sections at least equal to the required strengths calculated for the factored loads 
and forces in the following load combinations: 

\AHs + 1.0/ (6) 

l.4Hs + 1.0//, (7) 

1.2D + 1.6(C + M) + 1.0//, (8) 

\2D + 1.6(C + M) + 1.2ß (9) 

\2HS + 1.0E (10) 

where 

D = dead loads 

Q = maximum operating load 

E = earthquake load 

/ = barge impact loads 

C = ice load 

M = mud load 

Hs = hydrostatic load 

H, = temporal hydraulic load 

Load cases 

As specified in EM 1110-2-2703, the following load cases shall be considered 
with the appropriate loading combinations: 
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a. Case 1: Mitered condition. Loads include hydrostatic loads due to upper 
and lower pools and barge impact or temporal hydraulic loads 
(Equations 6 and 7). Although not included in Equations 6 and 7, loads C, 
D, and M act when the gate is in the mitered position. However, in the 
mitered position, the effects of C, D, and M will not control the member 
sizes. Loads C, D, and M are accounted for in load Case 2 in which they 
may be controlling. Lateral ice loads are not considered in Equations 6 
and 7 (EM 1110-2-2105). It would be appropriate to include such a load 
for / as specified by Equation 6. However, design for a lateral ice load of 
5 kips/ft (as specified in EM 1110-2-2105) with a load factor of 1.0 will 
not control the design when compared with the design required by the 
impact loads. 

(1) Above pool. Equation 6 is applicable to the girders located above the 
pool (upper pool elevation for the upper gate and lower pool elevation 
for the lower gate) where barge impact may occur. The skin plate and 
intercostals need not be designed for barge impact. For design of skin 
plate and intercostals located above the pool, a minimum hydrostatic 
head of 6 ft is assumed. 

(2) Below pool. The upper gate is designed assuming that the lock is 
dewatered. Loads include hydrostatic loads due to upper pool only 
(Equation 7, Ht = 0). The lower gate is designed considering normal 
upper and lower pool elevations including temporal hydraulic load Ht. 
Ht is applicable only to the submerged part of the gate. 

b. Case 2: Gate torsion. Loads include gravity loads (C, M, and D) and 
operating equipment load Q or temporal hydraulic load #, (Equations 8 
and 9). In this condition there are no differential hydrostatic loads. 

(1) Temporal condition. Equation 8 is applied to consider gate leaf 
torsion with the temporal hydraulic load acting on the submerged part 
of leaf (the temporal hydraulic load may act in either direction). 

(2) Submerged obstruction. Equation 9 is applied to consider leaf torsion 
that may be caused by a submerged obstruction. For this case, it is 
assumed that the bottom of the leaf is held stationary by a submerged 
obstruction while Q is applied causing the gate leaf to twist. 

c. Case 3: Earthquake. Equation 10 is applied if the gate is mitered and 
hydrostatic loads are acting due to upper and lower pools. The earthquake 
acceleration is to be applied in the direction parallel to the lock center line. 
Elastic structural analysis should be performed with no allowance for 
ductility. 
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Analysis Procedure 

The structural design specifications and analysis assumptions used in 
CMITERW-LRFD are according to EM 1110-2-2703, EM 1110-2-2105, 
AISC-LRFD (1986), and Elingwood (1993). 

Procedures used to analyze and investigate the major structural elements of a 
horizontally framed miter gate are as discussed below. 

Skin plate 

The skin plate is analyzed as a rectangular flat plate with all edges fixed. A 
uniform load equal to the water pressure at the center of the panel under 
consideration is assumed to act over the entire surface. 

The skin plate is to be sized using the following: 

a. Yield stress criteria, where the maximum calculated stress should be less 
than the yield limit state of 

«V, 
where 

a = a reliability factor for HSS and has a value of 0.9 or 0.85 as 
defined earlier 

(bj, = bending resistance factor equal to 0.9 as defined earlier 

Fy = yield stress 

b. Deflection criteria, where the maximum deflection allowable is OAt where 
t = the skin plate thickness. 

c. Fatigue criteria, where the maximum calculated stress range shall be less 
than the allowable fatigue stress range Fr (AISC-LRFD 1986). 

Stress and deflection are calculated using the following equations 
(EM 1110-2-2703, AISC-LRFD 1989, and Timoshenko 1959): 

P 0.5 Wb2 

FN=  

t2 1 + 0.623 '^ 
(11) 
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0.0284 Wb4 

1 + 1.056 f- 
\ a 

(12) 

Et3 

where 

FN = nominal stress {<0L^bFy for yield stress criteria and FN £ Fr for 
fatigue criteria) 

W= factored uniform load Wu for yield stress criteria and unfactored 
uniform hydrostatic loads Wfor fatigue criteria 

t = plate thickness 

a = larger plate dimension 

b = smaller plate dimension 

6 = deflection (6 < bmax = OAt) 

E = modulus of elasticity 

The minimum size of the skin plate above the pool level should be determined 
using an assumed hydrostatic head of 6.0 ft (Figure 5). 

Intercostals 

Intercostals will be flat plates or T-sections, sized in such a manner that the 
maximum calculated moment is less than the nominal bending strength a<\>bM„. 
Intercostals are configured as vertical fixed-end beams with supports at the 
center line of girder webs. According to EM 1110-2-2703, the intercostals may 
be designed as simple or fixed-end beams. An effective width of the skin plate is 
assumed to act with the intercostal plate or T-section, producing a T-section 
when interacting with a plate and an I-section when interacting with a T-section. 
The effective width of the skin plate on each side of the plate or T-section is 

95 
calculated using the width-to-thickness ratio of -— . Figure 7 shows the 

geometry of both sections. 
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Figure 7.   Intercostal sections 

Assuming average water pressure, the loading begins at the edge of the girder 
flange or a maximum of 6 in. from the center line of the girder web. The 
assumed loading is applied over an area with the boundary lines being 45 deg 
from the point at the edge of the flange (or 6 in.), and half the distance between 
intercostals. These boundary lines intersect with the load line boundaries from 
adjacent panels at a point midway between intercostals, thereby forming an 
effective load area of two triangular areas, one at each end, usually with a 
rectangular section in the center (Figure 8). Figure 8 also shows the equations 
used to calculate the fixed-end moment (FEM), and the simple supported-beam 
moment (SBM) at the center line of the intercostals for trapezoidal and triangular 
loading. 

The bending strength of the intercostals is the plastic moment for a simply 
supported beam since the compression flange is supported continuously by the 
skin plate. For fixed and pin ends, the bending strength can be found by use of 
the equations presented below: 

a. For T-beams loaded in the plane of symmetry and bending about the 
major axis, with flange and web slenderness ratios less than the 
corresponding values of A.rin Table B5.1 of AISC-LRFD (1986): 

M. = Mcr =     b    V   y      [B + i/TTff5) My 
(13) 
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Figure 8.   Intercostal loading diagram 

where 

B = ± 2.3 (14) 

and 

M„ = nominal flexure strength 

Af,r = critical flexure strength 
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Cb = bending coefficient dependent upon moment gradient. A unit 
value is used for intercostal design to represent the most severe 
loading case 

E = Young's modulus of elasticity of steel (29,000 ksi) 

Iy = moment of inertia about y-axis, in.4 

G = shear modulus of elasticity of steel, ksi 

J = torsional constant, in.4 

Lb = laterally unbraced length 

My = initial yield bending moment, kip-in. 

d = stem height 

The plus sign for B applies when the stem is in tension, and the minus sign 
applies when the stem is in compression. 

b. For doubly and singly symmetrical I-shaped beams bending about the 
major axis, the nominal flexure strength M„ is the lowest value obtained 
according to the limit state of lateral torsional buckling, flange local 
buckling, and web local buckling. 

The nominal flexural strength shall be calculated using the criteria discussed 
later in this chapter. 

Horizontal girders 

Horizontal girders are, in effect, a series of three hinged arches that transmit 
the water pressures to the lock walls through the quoin blocks. Because 
horizontal girders are subject to combined bending and axial loads, they should 
be designed through use of the beam-column criteria. 

The following is a list of criteria and assumptions that are used in the design 
of horizontal girders: 

a. Girder analysis. The basic procedure for girder analysis is to assume that 
each girder is isolated as an individual member. Each member is designed 
as a beam-column using the criteria discussed in this chapter (AISC-LRFD 
1986, Elingwood 1993). 

b. Axial, flexure, and shear strengths. Axial, flexure, and shear strengths are 
calculated using the criteria discussed in this chapter (AISC-LRFD 1986, 
Elingwood 1993) with the following assumptions: 
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(1) Upstream girder flanges are braced continuously by the skin plate. 
Downstream flanges are braced by vertical diaphragms to resist lateral 
displacement and twist of the cross section. 

(2) The length of girders considering buckling about the major axis (in 
the plane of the web) is the distance between the quoin block and 
miter block lx. The ends are assumed pinned with K = 1.0. 

(3) The length of girders considering buckling about the minor axis is the 
distance between intermediate diaphragms ly. The ends are assumed 
fixed wither = 0.65. 

(4) The design strength of compression members whose elements have 
width-to-thickness ratios less than Xr of Table 1 is a(J)cP„(AISC- 
LRFD 1986). 

A  = 0.85 

Table 1 
Width-to-Thickness Ratios 

Member Compact Section Noncompact Section Slender Section 

Flanges b      65 b ,         106 b ,,        106 

r      jFyw - 16.5 *      -jFyw - 16.5 

Web K & 253 

'w      \/Fy 

Not applicable ho .. 253 

A»     \/Fy 

Skin plate b      65 b            106 
— i  

b ^         106 

f      jFyw - 16.5 f      jFyw - 16.5 

Pn = V«r 

ForAc<; 1.5 

Fcr = (0.658^) Fy 

ForA^ 1.5 

(15) 

^ = 
0.877 
k2c 

(16) 

where 

(bc = compression resistance factor 
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P„ = nominal actual strength, kips 

Ag = gross area of member, sq in. 

Fcr = critical actual stress, ksi 

Fy = specified yield stress, ksi 

i   _ Kl 
\ E 

(17) 

where 

K = effective length factor 

/ = unbraced length of member, in. 

r = governing radius of gyration about plane of buckling, in. 

E = Young's modulus of elasticity, ksi 

(5) The nominal flexure strength M„ is the lowest value obtained 
according to the limit state of lateral torsional buckling (LTB), flange 
local buckling (FLB), and web local buckling (WLB) (AISC-LRFD 
1986). The flexure design strength is a$bM„, and the nominal 
flexural strength M„ shall be determined as follows for each limit state 
(EM 1110-2-2105 and AISC-LRFD 1986): 

For X <. X„ 

M=Mn n p 
(18) 

For X <kz kr (for limit state of lateral torsional buckling): 

K = cb Mp - {Mp - Mr) '*-V 
pj 

* M„ (19) 

(for limit state of flange and web local buckling): 

K = K- (Mp - Mr) 

For k > X • 

K = Mcr = SFcr 

K - K, \ r    PI 

(20) 

(21) 
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where 

L. 
k = — for LTB (lateral torsional buckling) (22) 

k = — for FLB (flange local buckling) (23) 

h 
k = — for WLB (web local buckling) (24) 

Xp = — for LTB 

Ä yf 

(25) 

k  = — for FLB (26) 

^  = ™L for WLB (27) 

r      (F    - F) 
Jujl +X2(FW -Frf for LTB (28) 

1 ^N 
£GZ4 (29) 

C 
X = 4 -S 

(     r,    \ 

X 

GJ 
(30) 

k = 106 

^ " 16-5 

for FLB (3D 

K = (F^ - Fr) Sx s F^ for LTB 

K = tfV " Fr) Sx for FLB 

Mr = Ä,F^ for WLB 

tfe = 1.0 - 0.1(1.3 + ar) (0.81 - m) z 1.0 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 
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_ CbXx s/2 

" SX     >| 2X2 

xlXi ,    T ™ (36) 1 + -±—± for LTB 

11'200   forFLB 07) F 
X2 

The terms used in the above equations are: 

X = controlling slenderness parameters 

Xp = largest value of X for which M„ = Mp 

M„ = nominal flexural strength, kip-in. 

Mp = plastic moment, kip-in. 

Mr = limiting buckling moment, kip-in. 

Xr = largest value of X for which buckling is inelastic 

Cb = bending coefficient dependent upon moment gradient. (A 
unit value is used for girders designed to represent the most 
severe loading case.) 

Mcr = buckling moment, kip-in. 

5 = section modulus, in.3 

Fcr = critical stress, ksi 

Lb = laterally unbraced length, in. 

ry = radius of gyration about minor axis, in. 

b = flange width, in. 

t = flange thickness, in. 

hc = twice the distance from the neutral axis to the inside face of 
the compression flange less the fillet or corner radius, in. 

tw = web thickness, in. 

Fyf= yield strength of the flange, ksi 

X12 = beam buckling factor 
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F^ = yield strength of the web, ksi 

Fr = compressive residual stress in flange = 16.5 ksi 

Sx = section modulus 

E = Young's modulus of elasticity, ksi 

G = shear modulus of elasticity of steel, ksi 

J = torsional constant, in.4 

A = cross-section area, in.2 

Cw = warping constant, in.6 

Iy = moment of inertia, minor axis, in.4 

S^ = section modulus of the outside fiber of the compression 
flange, in.3 

Sx, = section modulus of the outside fiber of the tension flange, 
in.3 

Re = hybrid girder factor 

ar = ratio of web area to compression flange area 

m = ratio of web yield stress to flange yield stress or the critical 
stress 

(6) The interaction of flexure and compression in symmetrical shapes 
shall be limited by the following equations (AISC-LRFD 1986): 

P 
For "— z 0.2 

Ü- + I 
cc<bP 

'     Mux        ,        M«,    X 

(a$bMm      a<f>^J 
z 1.0 (38) 

P 
For — < 0.2 
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M.„ M.. uy 

a<bbMm      a(j)6M b    ny 

i 1.0 (39) 
2a(J)cP„ 

where 

P„ = required compressive strength, kips 

a = reliability factor for HSS 

<j)c = resistance factor for compression, $c = 0.85 

Pn = nominal compressive strength, kips 

Mu = required flexural strength, kip-in. 

M„t = required flexural strength in member, assuming there is no 
lateral translation of the frame, kip-in. 

Mn = nominal flexural strength, kip-in. 

§b = resistance factor for flexure (bft = 0.90 

B, = 

P, 

Z   1 

«/ 

P - Vi 
e     xl 

(40) 

(41) 

where 

Cm=1.0 

Ag = gross area of member, in.2 

Xc = as defined in section to calculate axial strength of 
compression members 

(7) The design shear strength for webs is 
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where 

a = 0.9 

4>v = 0.9 

and the nominal shear strength Vn is determined as follows (AISC- 
LRFD 1986): 

For — ^ 187 
L. N 

K 

yw 

V = 0.6F A n yw    w 
(42) 

For 187 
N 
A < A ^ 234 
F        t yw w N 

K 

yw 

187 

V = 0.6F  A 
n yw    w 

K_ 

\| F M     yw (43) 

For — > 234 
t 

yn = K 

K 

\ F 

26,400/: 

U"2 

t 

(44) 

The web plate buckling coefficient K is given by 

5 
K= 5 + 

'«V (45) 

except that Ä" shall be taken as 5, if a/h exceeds 3 or [260/(MJ]2. 
When stiffeners are not required, K = 5. In unstiffened girders, h/t 
shall not exceed 260, where 

h = clear distance between flanges, in. 

tw = web thickness, in. 
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Fy„ = yield strength of the web, ksi 

Aw = cross-section area of the web, in. 

a = clear distance between transverse stiffeners 

c. Axial, flexure, and reaction loads. Equations to find the axial, flexure, 
and reaction loads are (see Figure 9 for details): 

P1 = EL cot 0 
2 

(46) 

P2 = Wt 
(47) 

P = PI + P2 (48) 

M = — \LX - LacotQ + (t - 
x      2  ^ a)2- -a

2 -A (49) 

■FACE OF RECESS ,— <£ LOCK 

FACE OF THE LOCK WALL 

■- WORK I 

d = WEB DEPTH 

= GWEBD 

Figure 9.   Girder reactions 
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N =  ™L (50) 

where 

PI = axial load due to the reaction at the lock wall 

W= uniform loads 

L = girder length 

0 = miter angle 

P2 = axial load due to the uniform load 

t = distance between work line and the outside face of the upstream 
flanges 

P = maximum resultant compression load 

Mx = flexure load at distance x from the miter contact point 

x = distance where flexural strength is calculated 

a = distance between the work line and the neutral axis (work line 
distance is from top of downstream flange) 

N = girder reaction perpendicular to the girder axial axis (maximum 
shear load) 

. Flange width and thickness. The minimum flange widths are to be 8 in. 
for upstream flanges and 12 in. for downstream flanges. The minimum 
thickness is specified as 3/8 in. for webs and 1/2 in. for flanges 
(EM 1110-2-2703). The maximum width of the flanges is limited to 24tf 

(tfis the flange thickness), except that downstream flanges are also limited 
to 24 in., reducing the possibility of the flange being undesirably wide and 
thin. The maximum change in flange width on the same edge of a girder 
web is 6 in., with a 3-in. differential on each edge of the flange except for 
the downstream flange of the bottom girder, where the total 6 in. of 
differential may be on the upper edge of the flange (Figure 10). This 
applies between the sections at the center line of a girder, where the 
upstream flange is maximum width and the downstream flange is 
minimum width. This also applies at a section at the end of the girder 
where the upstream flange is a minimum width and the downstream flange 
is a maximum width. The bottom girder is a special case in which the 
downstream flange is a maximum of 15 in. and a minimum of 9 in., with 
an extension below the center line of the web of 3 in. to provide additional 
clearance between the bottom girder and the sill. For the end section of 
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Figure 10. Girder flange data 

the bottom girder, where the downstream flange is heavier, the upper 
portion of the flange is a maximum of 15^ above the center line of the 
girder web. 

e.  Upstream flange. The upstream flange of the bottom girder should extend 
6 in. below the center line of the girder web, from end to end of the girder, 
with the skin plate 1/2 in. above the lower edge of the flange. A minimum 
of 4 in. should be used above the center line of the web, thus making a 
minimum width of 10 in. for the upstream flange of the lower girder. 
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/   Skin plate extension. The maximum extension of the skin plate above the 
center line of the top girder web is 8 in., to prevent interference with the 
operating strut. The maximum extension of the skin plate above the top 
flange is 1/2 in., limiting the maximum width of the upstream flange of 
the top girder to 15 in. 

g. Skin plate width. An effective portion of the skin plate is assumed to act 
with the upstream flange. The effective width of the skin plate next to 
each edge of the upstream girder flange is based on a width-to-thickness 
ratio consistent with design assumptions (assumption of compact or 
noncompact section). 

h. Webs. Webs are designed using requirements for uniformly compressed 
stiffened elements. The use of slenderness parameters for webs in 
combined flexure and axial compression in Table B5-1 of AISC-LRFD 
(1986) should be avoided since these criteria were developed for rolled 
shape beam columns and may not apply for deep girder sections. 

i.   Ratio values. The ratio values for compact, noncompact, and slender 
sections are shown in Table 1. 

Tapered end section 

The tapered end sections of girders are analyzed in a manner different from 
that used to analyze girder sections with full web depths. The moment is 
determined assuming a cantilever section of length Z 'with a uniform water load 
plus the moment created by the girder reaction being eccentric from the centroid 
of the section (Figure 11). 

The critical point is at a distance Z 'from the end of the web. Z 'is equal to 
one-half the smaller span between adjacent girders (above and below) to the web 
under consideration, minus eight times the thrust diaphragm thickness. If eight 
times the thrust diaphragm thickness is greater than one-half the smaller adjacent 
span, the value of Z 'becomes negative, and the minimum section for the tapered 
web is taken as the web width at the end of the web, with one-half the height of 
the thrust diaphragm and the appropriate upstream and downstream girder 
flanges. The maximum width of flanges shall be 24tf, reducing the possibility of 
the flange being undesirably wide and thin. Figures 11 and 12 show the 
distribution of the loads in the tapered section and the locations for which the 
stresses are calculated. 

End diaphragm 

End diaphragms, often called quoin and miter diaphragms, are designed as a 
panel acting as a skin plate, with the effective panel being between the stiffener 
angle and the next lower girder. The stiffener is at the midpoint between the 
girders. Design loads are the hydrostatic head at the center of the effective panel 
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Figure 11. Tapered end critical section 

and the reactions produced by the diagonal prestress loads. Each end diaphragm, 
between girders, is divided into four panels subjected to the water pressure. Four 
panels are surrounded by the girder webs, vertical flange at the skin plate, the 
thrust diaphragm, and the horizontal end diaphragm stiffener. The panels are 
assumed fixed on all four edges and designed by use of the same formulas that 
were applied to the skin plate. The end diaphragm stiffeners are assumed fixed 
at the upstream end and at the center line of the thrust diaphragm. The 
diaphragm load is triangular on the ends, with the boundary lines 45 deg from 
the vertical at the point of the triangle, this point being the center line of the 
thrust diaphragm and the upstream ends of the stiffener (Figure 13). A part of 
the end diaphragm shall be assumed effective with the stiffener, with the 

95 
effective width equal to  on each side of the angle. 
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Figure 13. Diaphragm loads 

Thrust diaphragm 

The thrust diaphragm is tangent to the thrust curve of the gate at the contact 
points and is approximately in line with the thrust curve between the contact 
points and the end diaphragm, which is the limit of the thrust diaphragm. The 
thrust diaphragms will distribute the reactions of the girder web into the quoin 
block and also serve as a damming surface between the end plate and the end 
diaphragm. Part of the thrust diaphragm is also considered effective in the quoin 
post, making it subject to bearing, skin plate, and column action stresses. Shear 
stress is to be checked also, but is not combined with the listed forces. The 
analysis is based on combined axial load from the girder reaction and bending 
from water damming pressure (Figure 13), which has to be less than or equal to 
the lesser value of the yield stress or the elastic-limit stress. The flexure stress 
produced by the damming water pressure can be determined using the skin plate 
equations (Equation 12), and the axial load is determined as follows (Figure 14): 
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Figure 14. Thrust diaphragm, axial load calculation 

a. Determine actual load Va. 

0 = zeta 

Va = WJ, cos 0 (51) 

b. Determine Ha using summation of moments in contact point equal to 
(SMcp = 0). 

H 

WL2 

VL cos 0 - —u— 

L cos 0 

(52) 

c. Determine axial load R. 

R = V„ sin 20 + H cos 20 a a (53) 

The elastic limit can be found by assuming that the panel under con- 
sideration is clamped on all edges and that equal uniform compression 
exists on two opposite edges, with the critical stress equal to 
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K-A- (tV A (54) 
1 -u2 

where 

K = 7.7 when a/b =1.0 

K= 6.7 when a/b = 2.0 

K = 6.4 when a/b = 3.0 

a = longer dimension of panel 

b = shorter dimension of panel 

|i = Poisson's ratio 

td = thrust diaphragm thickness 

Quoin post 

A section of the thrust diaphragms, vertically from top to bottom girders and 
95 

horizontally from the contact plate to a point  beyond the thrust diaphragm 

stiffener plate, forms a column to support the dead weight of the leaf. The end 
plate and two vertical stiffeners form one flange of the column. The other flange 
is formed by a plate perpendicular to the thrust diaphragm, with vertical 
stiffeners on the outside edges. Figure 15 shows a typical layout of the quoin 
post. 

The axial load of the quoin post consists of the dead weight of the leaf, plus 
the ice and mud load. Due to the eccentricity of the pintle and gudgeon pin with 
respect to the centroid of the quoin post, the quoin post is subjected to axial and 
bending loads and to the skin plate action of the thrust diaphragm. The 
following symbols and equations are used to find the combined loads in the 
quoin post: 

Mx = Pey (55) 

My = Pex (56) 

P      Mr M, 
o = - + — Cv + -JLC (57) 
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THRUST 
DIAPHRAGM 
STIFFENER 

CONTACT 

POINT 

THRUST 
DIAPHRAGM 

"E" 

VALUE 
CALCULATED 

BY PROGRAM 

up, 

NOTE: 

1" THICKNESS MINIMUM ON END PLATE 

1. WIDTH OF END PLATE IS THE WIDTH OF WEB, FLANGES, 
1/4" EXTENSION ON EACH SIDE (FOR WELDING) 

2. MINIMUM UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM FLANGE SIZES 
DERIVED FROM PHASE II GATE LEAF DESIGN OR MINIMUM 
ACTUAL FLANGE SIZES 

Figure 15. Quoin post layout 

where 

P = total axial load (dead weight plus ice and mud) 

ex, ey = eccentricity distance from centroid of entire quoin post cross 
section to (inclined) action line of pintle reaction 

Cr and C„ = extreme fiber distance 

Diagonals 

A gate is a deep cantilever girder with a relatively short span. The skin plate 
is the web of the girder. If the ordinary equations for the vertical deflection of a 
cantilever submitted to shearing and bending stresses are applied, the values 
obtained will be low. This happens because the skin plate imparts such a great 
vertical stiffness to the leaf. The stresses in the diagonals are a function of only 
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the torsional (twisting) forces acting upon the leaf. These forces produce a 
considerable torsional deflection when the gate is being opened or closed. 

The shape of the twisted leaf is found geometrically. Then the work done by 
the loads is equated to the internal work realized by the structure. From this, the 
resistance offered by each diagonal to twisting of the leaf is calculated as a 
function of the torsional deflection of the leaf and the dimensions of the 
structure. 

The procedure and equations required to design the diagonal elements are as 
follows (EM 1110-2-2703): 

a. Stiffness. Evaluate the stiffness of the leaf in deforming the diagonal A '. 
Until more test data are available, it is suggested that A' be taken as the 
sum of the average cross-sectional areas of the two vertical and horizontal 
girders which bound a panel times 1/8 for welded horizontally framed 
leaves with skin of flat plates. 

b. Elasticity. Evaluate the elasticity constant of the leaf without diagonals 
Qo- 

Qo = Ws E ( £ + i) (58) 
H      v 

where 

E, = shearing modulus of elasticity 

J = modified polar moment of inertia of the horizontal and vertical 
members of the leaf 

H = distance between top and bottom girder 

v = distance from center line of the pintle to extreme miter end of 
the leaf 

c. Location of shear center. 

x=--IY,oyy„ (59> 

E iy Y = ±±_21 (60) 
£'„ 

where 

X, Y = coordinates of shear center 
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b = distance from the center line of the skin plate to the downstream 
flange of a horizontal girder 

/ = moment of inertia of the gate leaf about the vertical axis 

a = cross-section area of that part of the horizontal girder that lies 
outside the midpoint between the skin plate and the downstream 
flange 

y = distance to any horizontal girder from the horizontal centroid 
axis of a vertical section through the leaf 

y„ = distance to any horizontal girder from the horizontal shear center 
axis of a vertical section through a leaf 

/„ = moment of inertia of any horizontal girder about its vertical 
centroid axis 

d. Load torque areas. 

e. Ratio of change. Calculate the ratio of change in length R0 of diagonal to 
deflection of leaf when diagonal offers no resistance. R0is, positive for 
positive diagonals and negative for negative diagonals. 

Ro =  2u*  (61) 

v vV2 + h2) 

where 

w = width of the panel enclosing diagonals 

t = distance from center line of skin plate to center line of diagonal 

v = distance from center line of the pintle to extreme miter end of 
the leaf 

h = height of panel enclosing diagonals 

/   Required size of diagonals. 

A = - -^- (62) 
sR0hv 

where 

A = cross-section area of diagonal 
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Tz = torque area (product of the torque T of an applied load and the 
distance z to the load from the pintle; z is measured horizontally 
along the leaf. Tz is positive if the load produces a positive 
deflection). 

s = design strength for tension members (s = a$P„), which is the 
lower value of the following: 

(1) For yield in the cross section, a = 0.9 and (j) = 0.9 

p* = FA 

(2) For fracture in the net section, a = 0.9 and (b,= 0.75 

g. Ratio. Evaluate the ratio R of the actual change in length of diagonal to 
deflection of the leaf. R is positive for positive diagonals and negative for 
negative diagonals. 

R =      A'     R (63) 
A +A'    ° 

h. Elasticity. Evaluate the elasticity constant of a diagonal Q. 

RREAhv 
Q = —2  (64) 

where 

E = bending modulus of elasticity 

L = length of a diagonal, center to center of pins 

i.   Deflection of leaf. This value is the minimum prestress deflection Dmin 

A - -^- (65) 
Q0 + Sß 

;'.   Prestress deflection in diagonals Dmax. D is the deflection of the leaf 
required to reduce the stress in a diagonal to zero. D is always positive for 
positive diagonals and negative for negative diagonals. 

D = — + A (66) 
RE 
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it. Stresses during normal operation of the gate. The value of D must be 
between the minimum and maximum value. 

, = M. (p - A) (67) 
L 
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3 Program CMITERW-LRFD 
General Description 

Scope 

This chapter presents the installation procedure, a general description of the 
program, the analysis sequence of each module (recommended design, design, 
and investigation), how the program handles files, and how to use the on-line 
help. 

Installation 

The following sequence should be used to install the CMITERW-LRFD 
program: 

a. Insert setup disk in a floppy disk drive. 

b. In Windows File Manager or Program Manager, click File, and then Run. 

c. Type the drive letter, followed by a colon (:) and a backslash (\), and the 
word "setup." For example: 

a:\setup 

d. Follow the instructions on your screen. 

Minimum Program Requirements 

To run the CMITER-LRFD Windows version you will require the following 
as a minimum. 

a. An IBM (386) or compatible computer. 

b. 1.0 mb of memory (RAM) to run Windows 3.1 in standard mode and 
2.0 mb of memory to run Windows 3.x in the 386 enhanced mode. 
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c. 1.2-mb or 1.4-mb floppy disk drive. 

d. Microsoft Windows 3.1. 

e. A mouse compatible with Microsoft Windows. 

/   A monitor (color or monochrome) with a display adapter supported by 
Windows. A resolution of 640 x 480 (16 colors) must be used. 

Description 

CMITERW-LRFD is a computer program used to design and investigate 
horizontally framed miter gates using the load and resistance factor design 
(LRFD) criteria. The CMITERW-LRFD is a Windows version that includes a 
graphic interface that allows the user to generate the input files required to run 
each module by the presence of graphics and sketches. The interface provides 
the ability to edit an existing input file. The program also includes a graphic 
postprocessor that allows the user to see the program results graphically. 

CMITERW-LRFD can be run using a mouse, the keyboard, or both. When 
the program is started, CMITERW-LRFD opens the main screen shown below 
(Figure 16): 

Figure 16. CMITERW-LRFD main window 
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The main window includes the following options: 

File 

The file option allows the user to open an existing file to edit or run, start a 
new run, save the input files created using the Inputs option, and terminate the 
program. Options are explained in detail later in this chapter. 

Input 

The input option may be used to generate the input files interactively as well 
as to edit an existing input file that has been read using the Open option. 
Chapter 4 presents a detailed explanation of the input files. 

Run 

CMITERW-LRFD is organized with three distinct functions to design and 
investigate horizontally framed miter gates (Figure 17). The three functions of 
the CMITERW-LRFD program are separated into three different modules: 
recommended design module (RECDES), design module (DES), and 
investigation module (INV). Each module executes one primary task and 
requires a data file that may be created either with the graphic preprocessor or a 
text editor. Modules may be used interactively. Results will be stored in a file 
that can be analyzed by use of the graphic preprocessor or a text editor. Run 
option will let the user run the RECDES, DES, or INV module. The user should 
answer the questions during the running time with the corresponding values for 
the specific problem. Chapter 5 presents a detailed explanation of how each 
module should be executed. 

CMITER-LRFD 

1 ' r 1 
RECDES DES INV 

Figure 17. CMITERW-LRFD program organization 
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RECDES. For miter gate design, a trial-and-error process is required to find 
some basic dimensions that are necessary to start the design. The RECDES 
module performs calculations that will help to establish meaningful values. 
However, the selection of the basic dimensions requires the designer's judgment. 
The dimensions calculated by the RECDES module include a range of girder 
web depths, girder spacing for equal loads in each girder, and suggested spacing 
and sizes for intercostals. Dimensions are selected to achieve a minimum weight 
of the gate for the specified load combination. An advantage gained from using 
this module is that with a minimum amount of known data, the designer will 
have a choice of required values to start the design process (Figure 18). 

For any girder location requested by the user, the RECDES module performs 
a preliminary design for the web, stiffeners, and flanges for an array of girders 
with web depths varying over a specific range. The ratio of the depth of girder 
web to the length of the leaf varies from 1/8 to 1/15 (EM 1110-2-2703). For 
various web depths, RECDES specifies the most economical dimension for the 
girder elements (based on least weight). A graph showing the variation of the 
girder weight with web depth can either be observed on the screen or printed. 

Three factors influence the design of intercostals located at various elevations 
in a gate leaf: the hydrostatic load; the composite interaction between the skin 
plate and intercostals; and the spacing of the intercostals. The RECDES module 

OPTIMUM GIRDER WEB DEPTH 

HORIZONTAL 
GIRDERS 

NUMBER OF INTERCOSTALS 
AND INTERCOSTAL SPACING 

Figure 18. Downstream view of the gate; values calculated by RECDES module 
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will calculate and print a table showing the panel weight for different numbers of 
intercostals. This information enables the designer to select the best panel 
designs for the gate. 

DES. The design module performs calculations to design the various 
components of a gate leaf. Basic geometry is chosen by the designer after the 
designer has considered the results of the RECDES module. The designer has 
the alternative to design either the basic structural elements (which comprise 
most of the weight of the gate) or the basic and detailed structural elements 
(Figures 1 and 2). 

INV. The investigation module can be used to investigate an existing gate 
leaf or to verify a design for ASD or LRFD criteria. This module compares the 
existing strength with the required strength of the specified sections subject to 
appropriate load combinations or load cases. The user has the alternative of 
investigating either the basic structural elements or the basic and detailed 
structural elements (Figures 1 and 2). 

Output 

This option provides graphical displays that show the geometric input file 
values and the results of the output file for each module. Chapter 5 presents a 
detailed explanation of the output files. 

Help 

This option provides help on the execution of the program. This option will 
be explained in detail later in this chapter. 

Analysis Sequence 

The analysis sequence for the RECDES, DES, and INV is generally as 
follows: 

a. RECDES. 

(1) Select data for input girders, diaphragms, and intercostal spacing. 

(2) Design skin plate panels, intercostals, and compute girder loads for 
the selected geometry. 

(3) Design girders for several different web depths. 

(4) Review results using the graphic postprocessor, edit the input file if 
necessary, and re-execute the module. 
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(5) Repeat the above steps until the specified uniform load and spacing of 
the girders are close to the uniform load and spacing calculated by the 
program. The intercostal spacing and size can also be checked. 

b. DESandlNV. 

(1) Select input data from RECDES output files. 

(2) Design or investigate intercostals, horizontal girders, skin plate, 
tapered end section, end diaphragms, and thrust diaphragms. 

(3) Execute quoin post investigation. 

(4) Execute diagonal design or investigation. 

(5) Repeat above if necessary. 

Working With Files 

Files are managed in the CMITERW-LRFD by the File option shown in 
Figure 19. The file option includes the following choices: 

j               "                                                   PROGRAM X0101 * 1 A 

WdlW Inputs Run Module    Output Help 

1    Open 
New 
Save Input 

Exit 

Figure 19. CMITERW-LRFD File option 

a. Open. This option allows the user to read an existing input file that can be 
edited. Figure 20 shows the window that will appear when Open option is 
selected. As shown in the Figure 20, a window asking for the input file 
name will appear. This window will look for any file with *.dat extension 
in the directory where the program was intalled. The user can move to 
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raoGmMXoiüt 
Eile   Inputs   Bun Module    Output Help 

Enter Input File Filename 

Filename:   exal.dat 

Directory: c:\...\program 

Filet: Directories: 
Cancel 

exa_1_95.dat 
fptmnMH [a-l 

[-C-I 
[d-l 
[e] 
IM 
I-x] 
[»I 

exa1i.dat 
exaasd.dat 
exaatdi.dat 
mc3.dat 
mc3i.dat 
mc3i.dat 
mc3t2.dat 
mc3s3.dat 

Figure 20. Input file name window 

different directories in the hard disk and to any external driver. After 
finding the directory where the input file is located, the user should select 
the file by clicking with the mouse in the file desired and pressing OK to 
continue. The user may also double click the selected file to activate the 
desired file and continue. 

b. New. This option allows the user to start a new design section without 
exiting the application. 

c. Save Input. This option allows the user to save an input file after creating 
or editing it. Figure 21 shows the window that will appear when the Save 
input option is selected. As shown in Figure 21, the user has to select 
which data groups will be saved. Data groups are defined in Chapter 4. 
By default, Data Group 1 will be active. The window also provides the 
name of the file that has been edited. If a new file has been created, the 
box with the file name will be empty. After the selection of data groups, 
the user should press OK to continue. Figure 22 will follow asking the 
file name and directory where the file will be saved. 

d. Exit. This option terminates the program and returns to program manager. 

Using On-line Help 

The user can access help from almost everywhere in the program by clicking 
on an item (or tabbing to it) and pressing the Fl key. Another way to get help is 
to press the SHIFT-F1 key combination, and then click the mouse cursor on the 
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PROGRAM X0101 
Eile    inputs    Run Module    Output Help 

Input Data Groups 

Select which data groups 
to save as an Input File 

ESJ IData Group 1 j 

D Data Group 2 

D Data Group 3 

Q Data Group 4 

1        » I 
JUtdnn-l   ~| 

Current Input File 
EXA1.DAT 

Figure 21. Data groups to be saved 

PROGRAM X0101 
Eile    Inputs    Bun Module    Output Help 

Enter Input Filename to Save 

Filename:   exal.dat 

Directory: c:\...\program 
~^~l 

£ri«: 
exa 1  95.dat §# 
RTllffKTllWII — 
eieali.dat MM 

cxaasd.dat 
exaasdi.dat 
mc3.dat H 
mc3i.dat III 
mc3t.dat ■ 
mc3s2.dat 
mc3s3.dat ± 

Djrectories: 
Cancel 

1-1 
[a] 
[-c-1 
[-d] 
[e-1 
[-h] 
1*1 
I-y-1 

Figure 22. Input file name to be saved 

item on which the user wants help. When the user sees the "Question mark - 
Arrow" cursor, he will be in "Help Mode," and the next item the user clicks on 
will bring up Windows Help. 
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4 CMITERW-LRFD Input Files 
Graphic Interface 

Scope 

The data file for CMITERW-LRFD is divided into four groups that will be 
explained in this chapter. Group 1 data are always required, whereas Groups 2 
and 3 data are for a detailed design or investigation. Group 4 data are used to 
change the default values. CMITERW-LRFD provides a graphic interface that 
allows the user to create the input files with graphics. However, input files can 
also be created using a text editor. This chapter presents the graphic interface to 
create each data group. The format to create the data groups using a text editor is 
presented in Appendix A. When the graphic interface is used, the input file will 
be saved with the format presented in Appendix A. Table 2 shows the data 
group combinations required to run RECDES, DES, and INV modules. 

Table 2 
Data Group Combinations 

Data Groups 

Description 1 2 3 4 

Recommended Design Module (RECDES) 

X RECDES with default values 

X X RECDES with different default values 

Design Module (DES) 

X Design of the basic structural elements 

X X Design of the basic structural elements with different 
default values 

X X Design of the basic and detailed structural elements 

X X X Design of the basic and detailed structural elements with 
different default values 

Investigation Module (INV) 

X X X Investigation 

X X X X Investigation with different default values 
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Group 1 
* 

Group 1 provides the general geometry and loads information. Group 1 is 
required to run the RECDES, DES, and INV modules. Figure 23 shows the data 
items of Group 1. As stated above, Group I is the only data group required to 
run the RECDES. 

The following paragraph explains each variable in Group 1. The 
x-coordinates are measured from the gate contact point toward the miter contact 
point in a direction parallel with the girder working line. The z-coordinates are 
measured upstream from the downstream edge of the girder web in a direction 
perpendicular to the work line. 

To start the graphic interface for data Group 1, the user should select 
Group 1 from the Input option (Figure 24). 

Figures 25 through 35 show the windows sequence describing Group 1. 

Job description entry 

The window shown by Figure 25 may be used to provide a general 
description of the problem (five lines maximum). The user should press OK to 
continue or Previous to return to the previous window. 

Leaf geometry input window 

The window shown by Figure 26 may be used to input the leaf overall 
geometry and the girder common geometry. The input box is red with a short 
definition of the variable in the bottom line, while the other boxes are blue. The 
user should press <Enter> to move to the next box or click with the mouse to the 
box desired. After all the input is finished, the user should press Accept to 
continue. 
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Figure 23. Data items, Group 1 
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II                                PROGRAM X0101 "r 
File || Run Module    Output Help 

Group 1 
Group 2 
Group 3 
Group 4 

Figure 24. Beginning of graphic interface for data Group 1 

Job Description Entry 

Previous OK 

Figure 25. Job description input window 
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Leaf Geometry Input Window 

DQPED 

f &, BQUOIH 

-la I» 
&—& 

I 
I2 

i i i i i I i i i i i 

r3- 

Workline 

| rreviuus | 

T 
I   i   i fAJWEBD 

Workline 

->, 

D.S. Flange 

Distance from Quoin contact point to center of nearest end diaphragm 

Figure 26. Leaf geometry input window 

GLENG = length of leaf between contact points (ft). 

GSLOPE = tangent of the angle between the gate leaf and the lock center 
line when the gate is in the fully mitered position. 

GWORKL = offset from gate leaf working line to downstream edge of girder 
web (ft). 

GQUOIN = distance along gate leaf working line from quoin contact point to 
gudgeon pin (ft). 

GPIN1 = offset from center of gudgeon pin to gate working line (ft). 

GWEBD = girder web depth or the clear distance between girder flanges. 

Assume a value for the first trial 

length (in.). 

L        ,     L — < d <. — 
{ 15 8 

where L is the girder 

DQPED = distance from quoin contact point to center of a nearest end 
diaphragm, measured along the gate working line (in.). 

DEDMP = distance from center of end diaphragm at miter end of gate to 
miter contact point, measured along gate working line (in.). 
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BGDFD = bottom girder downstream flange downward extension below the 
center line (usual value is 3 in.). 

Pressures input window 

The window in Figure 27 is provided to input the required water elevations. 
Elevations are in feet with respect to the same datum as ELSILL. 

ELFS 

01 

Pressures Input Window 

HEAD1 = 6.0 ft 
(SKIN PLATE IMPACT LOAD) 

Figure 27. Pressures input window 

ELUP = elevation of upper pool (ft). 

ELLP = elevation of lower pool (ft). 

ELFS = temporal head elevation (ft). 

ELOW = operating water elevation (ft). 

Number of girders input window 

The window in Figure 28 is provided to input the total number of horizontal 
girders in the structure (NGIRDS). The user should assume a number to run 
RECDES module for the first time. 
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Number of Girders 

Figure 28. Number of girders input window (NGIRDS) 

General geometry input window 

The general geometry input window (Figure 29) is used to input the vertical 
distance of the girders to the sill. 

General Geometry Input Window 

NGIRD   UD (ft) 
1 a —i 

—i 

—i 

—i 

—i 

—i 

—i 

—i 

—i 

2 a 
3 a 
it i 
5 i 
6 i 
7 i 
8 Q 

' 
a 

Accept 

Previous 
10 a 
11 a 
12 a ...-.-,           / ELSILL 

Enter the vertical distance between the sill and girder # 1 web centerline 

Figure 29. General geometry input window 

NGIRD = girder number (one at top and NGIRDS at bottom of gate). 

VD = vertical distance between the sill and the girder web center line (ft). 
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Gate leaf face input window 

The gate leaf face input window (Figure 30) is used to input the overall 
vertical geometry and the required dead loads. 

Gate Leaf Face Input Window 

XDEfiD ADEAD 

GTOP 

ft 

D ft lbs Strut force- lbs 

Accept 

Previous 

ZDEAD 

GBOT= ft T ELSILL= ft 1 
= 1- 

BGDFD' 

Distance along working line from Quoin contact point to point of concentrated load 

Figure 30. Gate leaf face input window 

ELSILL = elevation of the sill with respect to a given datum (must be 
positive) (ft). 

GBOT = distance from sill to bottom of skin plate (ft). 

GTOP = distance from sill to overflow elevation at top of gate (ft). 

ADEAD = additional loads, including mud and ice, bridgeway or walkway, 
intermediate diaphragm stiffeners, gusset plates, etc., pounds total force 
(gate weight should not be included here). 

XDEAD = distance along gate working line from quoin contact point 
(x-coordinate) to centroid of ADEAD, ft (a value of zero will set it at the 
middle of GLENG). 

ZDEAD = offset from downstream edge of girder web to centroid 
(z-coordinate) of ADEAD, in. 
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STRUTF = strut capacity force, lb, applied by strut arm in Load Case 5 
(obstruction). 

Panel group number 
input window 

The panel group input 
window (Figure 31) is used 
to define the number of 
unique panel groups. A 
panel is the portion of the 
leaf between adjacent 
girders. Successive panels 
that have the same 
diaphragms spacing, 
intercostals arrangement, 
skin plate thickness, and 
girder spacing make up a 
panel group. 

=1 Panel Groups 

m 

I.JLJ 

li 

Select the Number 
of Panel Groups 

Previous      ] 

Figure 31. Panel group number input window 

Pane! group information 

A panel group input window (Figure 32) is used to define the panel groups 
with the following input. A separate window will appear for each panel group. 

Panel Group 1 Information 

Gird # at Top of Panel Group 1 (NPANLI) |1 

Girder S at Bottom of Group 1 [NPANLNJ 11 

Diaphram Spaces Along Leaf (NDS) 0 

Intercostal Diaphram Spaces (NIS) 0 

OK.   j 

Figure 32. Panel group input window 
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NPANLI = girder number at top of panel group. 

NPANLN = girder number at bottom of panel group. 

NDS = number of diaphragm spaces between end diaphragms along the gate 
leaf. 

NIS = number of intercostal spaces between adjacent diaphragms. 

Load combinations 
input window 

The window shown in 
Figure 33 is used to define 
the load combinations 
required to perform the 
design (see page 11 for 
details). 

LCI, LC2,..., LC6 = 
load combination 
numbers. 

LC3 = Equation 6 
with I = 0.0 and 
ELLP = 0. 

H       Load Combinations 

Si Load Combination 11 

0 Load Combination 2 

Q Load Combination 3 

Q Load Combination 4 

D Load Combination 5 

O Load Combination 6 

OK         j 

I ICVIOUS        I 

Figure 33. Load combination input window 

Steel yield strengths input window 

Values of yield stress are input in kips per square inch, using the steel yield 
strengths window (Figure 34). 

FY = yield strength of all steel not specifically listed for one of the other 
items in the list. 

FYW = yield strength of the steel in the girder webs. 

FYF = yield strength of the steel in the girder flanges. 

FYSK = yield strength of the steel in the skin plate. 
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Steel Yield Strengths (Ksi) 

All Other Steels Not Specified (FY) (36.0000 

In The Girder Webs (FYW) 36.0000 

In The Girder Flanges [FYF] 36.0000 

In The Skin Plate (FYSK) 36.0000 

In The Girder Stiffeners (FYSJ 36.0000 

In The Intercostals (FYIJ 36.0000 

In The Quoin Post (FYQJ 36.0000 

In The Diagonals (FYD) 60.0000 

Maximum Diagonal Tensile Strength (FUD) 75.0000 

0K      I 

Figure 34. Steel yield strength input window 

FYS = yield strength of the steel in the girder stiffeners. 

FYI = yield strength of the steel in the intercostals. 

FYQ = yield strength of the steel in the quoin post. 

FYD = yield strength of the steel in the diagonals. 

FU = maximum diagonal tensile strength. 

Fatigue category values input window 

Fatigue data are input using the fatigue category values input window 
(Figure 35). Fatigue values included in CMITERW-LRFD for load condition 
and fatigue categories are those specified in AISC-LRFD (1986). 

LC = load condition of the gate. 

CÄTSK = fatigue category of the skin plate. 
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Fatigue Category Values 

Gate Load Condition [LCJ t 
Skin Plate Fatigue Category (CATSK) C 

Intercostal Fatigue Category (CATIJ B 

Girder Fatigue Category (CATGJ C 

Diaphragm End Girder Category [CATGE] C 

__.OK ! 

Figure 35. Fatigue category values input window 

CATI = fatigue category of the intercostal. 

CATG = fatigue category of the girders. 

CATGE = fatigue category of the girders at end diaphragm. 

Group 2 

The data in Group 2 (Figure 36) provide detailed information on geometry 
and are required to run the INV module. The DES module must be run if the 
user wants to set the dimensions of the horizontal girders and intercostals. 
Table 2 shows all the possible combinations where Group 2 can be used. 
Following is the sequence to generate data Group 2 using the graphic interface. 

To start the graphic interface for data Group 2, the user should select the 
Group 2 from the Input option (Figure 37). The following windows will appear 
for data input. 

Group number input window (web thickness) 

In the first window following Group 2 selection (Figure 38), enter the number 
of different girder web thicknesses. Zero or one means that all the girders have 
the same web thickness. If a number greater than one is specified, the windows 
of Figures 39 and 40 will appear the number of times specified above. 
Otherwise, only the window shown by Figure 40 will come up. 
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Figure 36. Data items, Group 2 
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1 PROGRAM X0101 " \ A 

File IHTflm Run Module    Output Help 

Group 1 
Group 2 
Group 3 
Group 4 

Figure 37. Beginning of graphic interface for data Group 2 

Group Number Input 

Enter how many web thickness groups 1}) 

I fi& J 

Figure 38. Group number input window 

Web thickness groups input window 

NGIRDI = girder 
number at top of 
group of girders 
(upper girder). 

NGIRDN = girder 
number at bottom 
of group of girders 
(lower girder). 

Web Thickness Groups 

Web thickness upper girder, group # 1     \\ 

Web thickness lower girder, group # 1     o 

I   OK   I 

Figure 39. Web thickness groups input window 
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If the number of groups is zero or one, NGIRDI will be equal to one and 
NGIRDN will be equal to the total number of girders (NGIRDS). The program 
will skip this window, moving to the web thickness input window. However, 
this window will appear the number of times specified for the web thickness 
group if the number is more than one. 

Web thickness input window 

The web thickness input window (Figure 40) is used to input the girder web 
thicknesses. The minimum thickness for design is established by TMGW 
(Group 4). Values are in inches. This window will appear the number of times 
specified on the group number window for web thickness. Group 4 shows the 
default minimum values. 

Web Thickness Input Window 

Center Zone Section 
(Left Side of Splice) 

U.S. D.S. 

Center Zone Section 
(Right Side of Splice) 

U.S. D.S. 

| GWCT 

End Zone Section 

U.S. D.S. 

Accept 

Previous 

* r 
1 i 

GWET 

I u 

Girder web center zone thickness between end diaphragms (inches] 

Figure 40. Web thickness input window 

GWET = girder web end zone thickness in quoin post area. 

GWCT = girder web center zone thickness between end diaphragms. 
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Group number input window (upstream flanges) 

Group Number Input 

Enter how many upstream flange groups 

OK 

For the window in 
Figure 41, enter the 
number of girders with 
different upstream flange 
sizes. Zero or one means 
that all the girders have the 
girder flanges of the same 
size. If a number greater 
than one is specified, a window similar to Figure 40 will appear the number of 
times specified above, otherwise Figure 42 will appear. 

Figure 41. Upstream flange group input window 

Upstream flange input window 

The window in Figure 42 is used to specify the sizes of the upstream girder 
flanges. The minimum thicknesses for design are established by TMGW 
(Group 4). Values are in inches. 

Upstream Flange Input Window 

Center Zone Section 

GUF34U 
[rm 1 

u. 

(Left Side of Splice) 

S.                                   D. s. 

IMI 
GUFCT 

Center Zone Section 
(Right Side of Splice) 

U.S. D.S. 

GUF4CW 

End Zone Section 

U.S. D.S. 

Accept 

Previous j 

GUFEW 

Ü      | 
fc *  3 

Girder upstream flange width from corner splice point to flange splice point (inches] 

Figure 42. Upstream flange input window 

GUFEW = girder upstream flange end zone width from girder end to corner 
splice. 
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GUFET = girder upstream flange end zone thickness from girder end to 
corner splice. 

GUF34W = girder upstream flange width from corner splice point to flange 
splice point. 

GUF4CW = girder upstream flange width from flange splice point to girder 
center line. 

GUFCT = girder upstream flange thickness from corner splice point, through 
flange splice point, to girder center line, and thickness of intermediate 
diaphragm upstream flange. 

Upstream cover plate data input window 

The window in Figure 43 is used to input the upstream cover plate 
information. Values are in inches. If no cover plate is needed, the user should 
press Accept to use the default values (zero). 

Upstream Cover Plate Data Input Window 

Q U.S.                     D.S. 
GUCPX= in a 

^ 

GUCP1 

s 
Aixept 

JUS Previ 

Girder upstream flange cover plate end X-coordinate 

Figure 43. Upstream cover plate input window 

GUCPX = girder upstream cover plate end x-coordinate. 

GUCPW = girder upstream cover plate width. 
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GUCPT = girder upstream cover plate thickness. 

Group number input window (downstream flanges) 

Group Number Input 

Enter how many downstream flange groups 

r*~i 

For the window in 
Figure 44, enter the 
number of different 
downstream flange sizes. 
Zero or one means that all 
the girders have the same 
size. If a number greater 
than one is specified, a 
window similar to Figure 40 will appear the number of times specified above. 
Otherwise, the following figure will appear. 

Figure 44. Downstream flange group input 
window 

Downstream flange input window 

The window in Figure 45 is used to specify the downstream girder flanges. 
The minimum thicknesses for design are established by TMGW (Group 4). 
Values are in inches. 

Downstream Flange Input Window 

Center Zone Section 
(Left Side of Splice) 

U.S. D.S. 

Accept | 

Previous 

Center Zone Section 
(Right Side of Splice) 

U.S. D.S. 

GDFET 

a 

GDFCU 

3 

i 
End Zone Section 

U.S. D.S. 

GDFEU 

Girder downstream flange end zone thickness, from girder end to splice point (inches] 

Figure 45. Downstream flange input window 
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GDFEW = girder downstream flange end zone width from girder end to 
splice point. 

GDFET = girder downstream flange end zone thickness from girder end to 
splice point. 

GDFCW = girder downstream flange center zone width from splice point to 
girder center line. 

GDFCT = girder downstream flange center zone thickness from splice point 
to girder center line. 

Downstream cover plate data input window 

The downstream cover plate data input window is used to define the 
downstream cover plate dimensions. All values are in inches. If no cover plate 
is needed, the user should press Accept to continue with the default values 
(zero). 

Downstream Cover Plate Data Input Window 

U. S.        D. s. 

1 

GDCPU 

II '  ' ' 

^ 
J    GDCPT I 
 ► 

e 
T 

GDCPX= i in 

Accept 

Previous 

Girder downstream flange cover plate end X-coordlnate 

Figure 46. Downstream cover plate data input window 

GDCPX = girder downstream flange cover plate end x-coordinate. 

GDCPW = girder downstream cover plate width. 
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GDCPT = girder downstream cover plate thickness. 

Group number input window (splice points) 

For window in 
Figure 47, enter the number 
of girders with different 
flange splice configurations. 
Zero or one means that all 
the girders have the same 
splice points. If a number 

Group Number Input 

Enter how many flange splice groups 

OK 

Figure 47. Splice points groups input window 

greater than one is specified, a window similar to Figure 40 will appear the 
number of times specified above; otherwise, Figure 48 will appear. 

Flange splice points input window 

The window in Figure 48 is used to specify the positions of flange splice 
points. Dimensions are in inches. 

Flange Splice Points Input Window 

GUFX4- 13 in 

^ 

GD FX5- a in 

I  Accept   | 

Previous 

Girder upstream flange X-coordinate of flange splice point 

Figure 48. Flange splice points input window 

GUFX4 = girder upstream flange x-coordinate of flange splice point. 

GDFX5 = girder downstream flange x-coordinate of flange splice point. 
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Group number input window (web stiffeners) 

Group Number Input 

Enter how many web stiffener groups 

nil 

For window in 
Figure 49, enter the number 
of unique configurations for 
web transverse and 
longitudinal stiffeners. 
Zero or one means that all 
the girders have the same 
configuration of transverse 
and longitudinal stiffeners. 
If a number greater than one is specified, a window similar to Figure 40 will 
appear the number of times specified above; otherwise, the windows of 
Figures 50, 51, and 52 will appear. 

Figure 49. Web stiffener group number input 
window 

Transverse stiffeners input window 

The number of 
transverse stiffeners input 
window is used to specify 
the number of transverse 
stiffener spaces between 
diaphragms. 

NGWTS = number of 
girder web 
transverse stiffener 
spaces between 
adjacent 
intermediate 
diaphragms. Use 
zero if there are no 
stiffeners. 

=H Transverse Stiffeners 

Ol 
02 

03 

Oi 

OS 

Number of 
Transverse Stiffen 

Spaces 
(NGWTS) 

OG 
ier 

Oz 
OS 

09 
Oio 

OK 

Figure 50. Number of transverse stiffeners input 
window 
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Longitudinal stiffeners input window 

The window in 
Figure 51 is used to define 
the number of longitudinal 
stiffeners on the girder 
web. 

NGLS = number of 
girder longitudinal 
stiffener pairs to be 
used. If more than 
one pair is used, Pair 
1 will be upstream 
of Pair 2 and Pair 2 
will be upstream of 
Pair 3. 

Longitudinal Stiffeners 

S3 

Select the Number 
of Longitudinal 

Stiffeners 
(NGLS) 

Figure 51. Number of longitudinal stiffeners 
input window 

Longitudinal web stiffeners data input window 

The longitudinal stiffeners input window (Figure 52) is used to input the 
locations and dimensions of the longitudinal stiffeners. Dimensions are in 
inches. 

Longitudinal Web Stiffener Data Input Window 

i 

GLS1T GLS2T                   GLS3T 

I      | 
*— 

I      | I 1 

IGLS1D- 

GLS1W 
l 

GLS2W 
„a 

GLS3U 

Ü n n 
31 i" 

GLS2D= 1 in 

GLS3D= | 1 in 
Ace ept  j 

Previous j 

Longitudinal stiffener 1, plate thickness (inches] 

68 

Figure 52. Longitudinal stiffeners input window 
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GLS1D = girder longitudinal Stiffener 1, distance from upstream edge of web 
to center of stiffener plate. 

GLS1W = girder longitudinal Stiffener 1, width of each plate in the pair. 
Use negative value if stiffeners are on only one side of web. 

GLS1T = girder longitudinal Stiffener 1, thickness of each plate. 

GLS2D = girder longitudinal Stiffener 2, distance from upstream edge of web 
to center of stiffener plate in Pair 2. Must be greater than GLSID. Use 
zero if NGLS is less than two. 

GLS2W = girder longitudinal Stiffener 2, width of each plate in the pair. 
Use negative value if stiffeners are on only one side of web. Use zero if 
NGLS is less than two. 

GLS2T = girder longitudinal Stiffener 2, thickness of each plate. Use zero if 
NGLS is less than two. 

GLS3D = girder longitudinal Stiffener 3, distance from upstream edge of web 
to center of stiffener plate in Pair 2. Must be greater than GLS2D. Use 
zero if NGLS is less than three. 

GLS3W = girder longitudinal Stiffener 3, width of each plate in the pair. 
Use negative value if stiffeners are on only one side of web. Use zero if 
NGLS is less than three. 

GLS3T = girder longitudinal Stiffener 3, thickness of each plate. Use zero if 
NGLS is less than three. 

Number input window (intercostal/skin plate) 

Group Number Input 

Number of intercostal/skin plate groups 

OK 

For the window in 
Figure 53, enter the 
number of intercostal/skin 
plate groups. Zero or one 
means that all the panels 
have the same intercostal 
size and skin plate 
thickness. If a number 
greater than one is 
specified, a window similar to Figure 40 will appear the number of times 
specified above; otherwise, the following figure will appear. 

Figure 53. Intercostal/skin plate groups input 
window 
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Intercostal and skin plate data input window 

The intercostal/skin plate input window defines the intercostal size and skin 
plate thickness for both investigation and design. 

Intercostal and Skin Plate Data Input Window 

I  Accept 

I Prrvlous I 

SKIN PLATE 1 
STEMT 

. L 

ODI 

f 
s  B 

1 

1 

FTI 
m 1 - in | t 1 1 

SPT 

E 

FWI- 

Skin plate thickness (inches) 

Figure 54. Intercostal/skin plate input window 

SPT = skin plate thickness. The minimum thickness for design is established 
by TMSP in data Group 4. All values are in inches. 

ODI = overall depth of intercostal stem, including FTI, perpendicular to skin 
plate. 

STEMT = thickness of intercostal stem. 

FWI = flange width of intercostal (T-section). 

FTI = flange thickness of intercostal (T-section). 

Group 3 

The data in Group 3 are required to run the DES module if the design of the 
following detailed elements is desired: end diaphragms, quoin post, thrust 
diaphragm, tapered end section, and diagonals (Figures 55 and 56). Following is 
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the sequence to generate data Group 3 using the graphic interface. Table 2 
shows all the possible combinations where Group 3 can be used. Figures 58 
through 61 show the input windows required to define geometry for the end 
diaphragms, quoin post, thrust diaphragm, tapered end section, and diagonals. 
Following each figure is an explanation of the input data. 

To start the graphic interface for data Group 3, the user should select 
Group 3 from the Input option (Figure 57). 

QCPSW 

'      i ■————— — — ———— 

\A   t| NOTE:   TDHSA = CROSS-SECTIONAL 
ODSDFW 

QUOIN POST 

AREA OF THRUST 
DIAPHRAGM STIFFENER. 

EDUFW 1 1 
DUFW 

Si fcy 

3 

EDT 

EDDFW 

-* 

 > 

aDWT 

" 

,  DDFW   A 

END DIAPHRAGM INT. DIAPHRAGM 

Figure 55. Group 3, quoin, tapered end, and end diaphragm data 
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55+      °->' COT to 
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Figure 56. Group 3, diagonals 
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Figure 57. Beginning of graphics interface for Group 3 

Required strut geometry 

GSTRT1 = distance 
along gate working 
line from gudgeon 
pin to strut pin at top 
girder (ft) 
(Figure 56). 

Required Strut Geometry 

Gudgeon pin to strut pin dist (GSTRT1) Jl.0000 

Top girder to strut connection (GSTRT3) 0.0000 

1     OK     1 

GSTRT3 = vertical Figure 58. Strut geometry input window 
distance from center 
line of top girder up to strut connection point (ft) (Figure 56). 

Diaphragm data input window 

EDT = end diaphragm web thickness. For design purposes, use a value of 
zero (in.) (Figure 55). 

EDUFW = end diaphragm upstream flange width (in.) (Figure 55). 

EDDFW = end diaphragm downstream flange width (in.) (Figure 55). 
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Diaphragm Data Input Window 

EDUFH 

0 
DUFH 

EDT DVT 

>» 

EDDFT 

EDDFW 
kJ J—, tt 

i 
T DDFH 

DDFT 

END DIAPHRAGM INT.  DIAPHRAGM 

End diaphragm upstream flange width (Inches) 

Figure 59. Diaphragm data input window 

EDDFT = end diaphragm downstream flange thickness. Upstream flange 
thickness is GUFCT in data list GFU (Group 2) (in.) (Figure 55). 

DUFW = diaphragm upstream flange width (in.) (Figure 55). 

DDFW = diaphragm downstream flange width (in.) (Figure 55). 

DDFT = diaphragm downstream flange thickness (in.). (The upstream 
flange thickness is set by GUFCT in data list GFU (Group 2) (Figure 55)). 

DWT = diaphragm web thickness (in.) (Figure 55). 

Required quoin post data input window 

GUFX3 = girder upstream flange x-coordinate of corner splice point (in.) 
(Figure 55). 

TDSLOC = thrust diaphragm stiffener plate location, distance along thrust 
diaphragm from quoin contact point to center of thrust diaphragm stiffener 
plate (in.) (Figure 55). 

CPLOC = distance along line of thrust diaphragm from quoin contact point 
to the inside edge of the end plate (in.) (Figure 55). 
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Required Quoin Post [QP) Data                             | 

X-coord, comer splice point (GUFX3J [1.0000 

QPto TD stiffener plate fTDSLOC] 0.0000 

QP contact point to end plate [CPLOCJ 0.0000 

QP contact plate width (CPUW) 0.0000 

QP contact plate thickness (QCPT) 0.0000 

QP cntact plate stiffener width (QCPSW) 0.0000 

QP cntact plate stiffener thick (QCPST] 0.0000 

OK     | 

Figure 60. Quoin post input window 

CPUW = quoin post contact plate width from center line of the thrust 
diaphragm to upstream corner of the end plate. The downstream partial 
width is calculated by the program (in.) (Figure 55). 

QCPT = quoin post contact plate thickness (in.) (Figure 55). 

QCPSW = quoin post contact plate stiffener width (in.) (Figure 55). 

QCPST = quoin post contact plate stiffener thickness (in.) (Figure 55). 

Required thrust diaphragm data input window 

QTDT = quoin post thrust diaphragm thickness. A value of zero will cause 
the QTDT to be selected by the program (in.) (Figure 55). 

QDST = quoin post thrust diaphragm stiffener plate thickness (in.) 
(Figure 55). 

QDSUFW = quoin post thrust diaphragm stiffener plate upstream flange 
width.   Use a value of zero to omit the upstream half of the stiffener plate 
and its flange (in.) (Figure 55). 

QDSDFW = quoin post thrust diaphragm stiffener plate downstream flange 
width. Use a value of zero to omit the downstream half of the stiffener 
plate and its flange (in.) (Figure 55). 
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Required Thrust Diaphragm (TD) Data 

OK 

TD thickness (QTDT) [J.0000 

TD stiffener thickness [QDST] O.OD00 

TD stiffener US flange width (QDSUFWJ 0.0000 

TD stiffener DS flange width (QDSDFW| 0.0000 

TD stiffener flange thickness (QDSFTJ 0.0000 

TD horiz stiffener x-sect area fTDHSA] 0.0000 

Figure 61. Thrust diaphragm input window 

QDSFT = quoin post thrust diaphragm stiffener plate flange thickness (in.) 
(Figure 55). 

TDHSA = thrust diaphragm horizontal stiffener cross-section area, square 
inches. This stiffener is horizontal, extending from the contact plate to the 
end diaphragm, located halfway up in the space between girder webs. Use 
a value of zero to omit this plate (in2.). 

Horizontal diagonal 
pairs input window 

NDPH = number of 
diagonal pairs, 
horizontally (three 
maximum) 
(Figure 56). 

Horizontal Diagonal Pairs 

T 

Select the Number 
of Horizontal 
Diagonal Pairs 

Figure 62. Horizontal diagonal pairs input 
window 
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Required diagonal geometry input window 

The horizontal diagonal input window (Figure 63) describes the x-coordinates 
along the gate working line from the quoin contact point to the ends of diagonals 
and the eccentricities normal to the skin plate (Figure 56).  All x-coordinates are 
in inches. The window in Figure 63 assumes that three horizontal pairs were 
selected in the horizontal diagonal pair input window (Figure 62). 

Required Diagonal Geometry (Horizontal] 

X-coord Quoin end, first pair (DX1Q] [1.0000 

X-coord miter end, first pair (DX1MJ 0.0000 

X-coord Quoin end, second pair (DX2Q) 0.0000 

X-coord miter end, second pair (DX2M) 0.0000 

X-coord Quoin end, third pair (DX3Q) 0.0000 

X-coord miter end, third pair [DX3MJ 0.0000 

OK~I 

Figure 63. Horizontal diagonal input window 

DX1Q = x-coordinate of diagonal pair end toward the quoin, first pair. 

DX1M = x-coordinate of diagonal pair end toward the miter end, first pair. 

DX2Q = x-coordinate of diagonal pair end toward the quoin, second pair. 

DX2M = x-coordinate of diagonal pair end toward the miter end, second pair. 

DX3Q = x-coordinate of diagonal pair end toward the quoin, third pair. 

DX3M = x-coordinate of diagonal pair end toward the miter end, third pair. 
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Vertical diagonal pairs 

NDPV = number of 
diagonal pairs 
vertically 
(Figure 56). 

Vertical Diagonal Pairs 

Select the Number 
of Vertical Diagonal 

Pairs 

Figure 64. Vertical diagonal pairs input window 

Required diagonal geometry (vertical) input window 

The window in Figure 65 describes the vertical relationship between the 
diagonal ends and the gate vertical geometry (Figure 56). Values are in inches. 

Required Diagonal Geometry (Vertical] 

Top girder web to first diagonal [DTDJ                   lb.0000 

Bottom girder to lowest diagonal (DBU) 0.0000 

Girder ff at bottom of top pair [NDG1J 0.0000 

NDG1 web to bottom of top pair (DG1U) 0.0000 

NDG1 web to top of next pair (DG1D) 0.0000 

Girder # at top of lowest pair [NDG2] 0.0000 

NDGZ web to lower end middle pr (DG2U) 0.0000 

NDG2 web to upper end bottom pr (DG2DJ 0.0000 

"ÖK      | 

Figure 65. Vertical diagonals input window 
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DTD = distance from topmost girder web down to highest diagonal end. 

DBU = distance from bottom girder web up to lowest diagonal end. 

NDG1 = girder number at the bottom of the topmost diagonal pair panel (use 
if NDPV is two or three). 

DG1U = distance from the web of the girder NDG1 up to lower end of 
diagonal pair in the topmost diagonal panel (use if NDPV is two or three). 

DG1D = distance from the web of the girder NDG1 down to the upper end of 
diagonal pair in the diagonal panel inmediately below the girder (use if 
NDPV is two or three). 

NDG2 = girder number at the top of the bottom diagonal panel, the third 
diagonal panel (use if NDPV is three). 

DG2U = distance from the web of the girder NDG2 up to lower end of 
diagonal pair in the middle diagonal panel. 

DG2D = distance from the web of the girder NDG2 down to the upper end of 
diagonal pair in the bottom diagonal panel. 

Required diagonal geometry (offset) 

The diagonals offset 
input window (Figure 66) 
defines the horizontal 
offset from the skin plate 
to the diagonals. Values 
are in inches. 

Figure 66. Diagonals offset input window 

DDSN = distance from downstream face of skin plate to center line of 
negative diagonals. 

DDSP = distance from downstream face of skin plate to center line of 
positive diagonals. 

Group 4 

Group 4 is required only if the user wants to change the default values used 
for certain items and when the load combination 6 is active. Following is the 
sequence to generate data Group 4 using the graphic interface. 

Required Diagonal Geometry (Offset) 

Skin plate to negative diagonals (DDSN)                [1.0000 

Skin plate to positive diagonals (DDSP)                0.0000 

1      OK      I 
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To start the graphic interface for data Group 4, the user should select the 
Group 4 from the Input option (Figure 67). 

1 PROGRAM X0101 ^ 
File Inning» Run Module    Output Help 

Group 1 
Group 2 
Group 3 
Group A 

Figure 67. Beginning of graphic interface for data Group 4 

Design minimum thickness input window 

Each item in this list (Figure 68) includes the default value that is specified if 
the list is not entered. Values are in inches. 

TMSP = minimum thickness of skin plate (SPT in data list ISG (Group 2)). 
Default value = 0.375 in. 

TMED = minimum thickness of end diaphragms (EDT in data list RED 
(Group 3)). Default value = 0.5 in. 

TMI = minimum thickness of intercostal (data list ISG (Group 2)). Default 
value = 0.375 in. 

TMGW = minimum thickness of girder webs (GWET and GWCT in data 
list GWT (Group 2)). Default value = 0.375 in. 

TMGF = minimum thickness of girder flanges (data groups GFU and 
GFD (Group 2)). Default value = 0.5 in. 
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Design Minimum Thicknesses 

Minimum skin plate thickness |TMSP) [j.3750 

Minimum end diaphragm thickness (TMED) 0.5000 

Minimum intercostal thickness (TMI) 0.3750 

Minimum girder web thickness (TMGWJ 0.3750 

Minimum girder flange thickness (TMGF] 0.5000 

OK     | 

Figure 68. Default minimum thickness input window 

Default load data values input window 

This data list (Figure 69) allows changing the default values for hydraulic and 
impact load data. 

Default Load Data Values 

Min head, skin plate analysis (HEAD1) ^.0000 

Min head, impact analysis [HEAD2] 0.0000 

Obstruction loaction (OBSLOC) 30.0000 

Temporal head fTHEAD) 1.2500 

Operating water pressure (OWP) 30.0000 

Unit weight of water (UWW) 62.4280 

Earthquake acceleration factor [EQAFJ 0.0500 

Unsymmetric impact load [USYMJ 250.0000 

Symmetrical impact load (SYM] 400.0000 

"ÖK~1 

Figure 69. Default loads input window 
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HEAD1 = feet of water to be used as a minimum head for analysis of skin 
plate.   Default value = 6.0 ft. 

HEAD2 = feet of water to be used as a minimum head for impact analysis of 
girders in ASD criteria. A value of zero is used in LRFD criteria. 

OBSLOC = obstruction location radius from pintle, feet. If not changed by 
data group DEF, the default value will be placed at the miter point. Use 
any number if STRUTF = 0. 

THEAD = temporal head, feet of water, applied from the full submergence 
elevation ELFS down to the gate bottom. Default value =1.25 ft. 

OWP = operating water pressure, pounds per square foot, applied from the 
operating water elevation ELOW to the gate bottom. Default value = 
30.0 psf. 

UWW = unit weight of water, pounds per cubic foot. Default value = 
62.5 pcf. 

EQAF = earthquake acceleration factor to be used in Westergaard's equation 
to determine dynamic water pressures. Default value = 0.05. 

USYM = unsymmetric impact load, kips. Default value = 250.0 kips. 

SYM = symmetric impact load, kips. Default value = 400.0 kips. 
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5 Example Problem 

Scope 

This chapter presents an example that will help to create and clarify the input 
and output files for each module, the program execution that explains how to run 
and interact with the program, the hand calculation procedure for each structural 
element, and the computer results. 

The miter gate of this example is the lower gate at Lock and Dam No. 3 on 
Red River Waterway. The gate spans an 84-ft-wide lock, with a differential head 
of 31 ft. In the example, for the design of the lower miter gate, an intercostal 
plate section and a noncompact girder section are designed. Program results for 
the example are shown with a text editor format in Riveros (1995) (ITL-95-1). 

Example, Lower Miter Gate 

RECDES module input file 

The input file used in this example to run the RECDES module includes 
Groups 1 and 4. 

These input files represent the optimum files that were obtained by the 
program previously. The windows sequence used to create the input file to run 
the RECDES module is as follows. (See Figures 70-84.) 

Data Group 1 

i                                        Job Description Entry                                        | 

Lock and Dam 13 

84 ft wide lock 

Load and Resistance Factor Design 

December 1.1995J 

previous PK •I 

Figure 70. Job description 
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pqpEP-ltEE 

'4—N 

-* KH 
GQUOIN 

ft 

i^: 
t     ! 

|3- 

Acccpl 

Previous I 

Leat Geometry Input Window 

14—>' 

i  i  i MM 

Uorhllne 

T Workline 

D.S. Flange 

A'GUEBD 

Distance from Quoin conlact point to center of nearest end diaphragm 

Figure 71. Leaf geometry values 

ELFS 

EE3 

Pressures 4fH)ut Window 

HEAD1 

Accept  I 

:Prevlous 

ELOU 

.0 ft 
(SKIN PLATE   IMPACT  LOAD) 

Enter the Full Submergence elevation (feet] 

Figure 72. Pressures values 
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Number of Girders 

Enter the Number of Girders M 
;-:öK;-; 

Figure 73. Number of girders 

General Geometry Input Window 

NGIRD  UD (ft) 

1 33 
—i 

—i 

—i 

—4 

2 Sflj 

3 EÜ 

4 m 
5 M 
6 Bi 
7 31 
8 Wk 

10 

{Ü 
Accept 

a 
Previous 

11 B 
12 B —,           / ELSILL 

Enter the vertical distance between the sill and girder ff 1 web centerline 

Figure 74. General geometry values 
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Gate Leaf Face Input Window 

L     XDEBD 

GTOP 

ft 

Pf| ft 

ADEAD 

lbs Strut Force= lbs 

Accept 

Previous I 

ZDEAD 

GBOT= ft T ELSILL- ft TBGDFD' 

Distance along working line from Quoin contact point to point of concentrated load 

Figure 75. Gate leaf values 

i.. ..111! 
Panel Groups 

Select the Number 
of Panel Groups 

Previous 

Figure 76. Number of panel groups 
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Panel Group 1 Information 

Gird # at Top of Panel Group 1 (NPANLI)                |l 

Girder it at Bottom of Group 1 (NPANLN) 11 

Diaphragm Spaces Along Leaf (NDS) 4 

Intercostal Diaphragm Spaces (NIS) 5 

OK  a 

Figure 77. Panel Group 1 information 

B       Load Combinations       I 

^ I Load Combination 1! 

S Load Combination 2 

O Load Combination 3 

Q Load Combination 4 

ö Load Combination 5 

[><] Load Combination G 

OK          | 

Previous   J 

Figure 78. Active load combinations 
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Steel Yield Strengths (Ksi) 

All Other Steels Not Specified (FYJ J36.0000 

In The Girder Webs (FYW) 36.0000 

In The Girder Flanges (FYFJ 36.0000 

In The Skin Plate [FYSKJ 36.0000 

In The Girder Stiffeners (FYSJ 36.0000 

In The Intercostals [FYIJ 36.0000 

In The Quoin Post (FYQJ 36.0000 

In The Diagonals (FYDJ 60.0000 

Maximum Diagonal Tensile Strength (FUD] 75.0000 

OK      1 

Figure 79. Steel yield strengths 

Fatigue Category Values 

Gate Load Condition (LC) 
* 

Skin Plate Fatigue Category [CATSK] C 

Intercostal Fatigue Category (CATI) B 

Girder Fatigue Category (CATGJ C 

Diaphragm End Girder Category [CATGE] C 

LOK I 

Figure 80. Fatigue values 
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Input Complete 

Input for Data Group 1 is complete. 

Click OK to continue. 

Then select an option from the menu bar. 

Figure 81. Input data Group 1 completed 

Data Group 4 

Design Minimum Thicknesses 

Minimum skin plate thickness (TMSP)                    0.5000 

Minimum end diaphragm thickness (TMED)          10.5000 

Minimum intercostal thickness (TMI)                      0.3750 

Minimum girder web thickness (TMGW)                 0.5000 

Minimum girder flange thickness [TMGF] 0.5000 

Figure 82. Minimum thicknesses 

Default Load Data Values 

Min head, skin plate analysis (HEAD1)                 ß.0000 

Min head, impact analysis (HEAD2)                        0.0000 

Obstruction loaction (OBSLOC)                              46.3000 

Temporal head (THEAO)                                        1.2500 

Operating water pressure (OWP)                           30.0000 

Unit weight of water {UWW|                                  62.4280 

Earthquake acceleration factor (EQAF)                   0.0500 

Unsymmetric impact load (USYM)                         250.0000 

Symmetrical impact load (SYM)                            400.0000 

~OK     I 

Figure 83. Loads values 
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Input Complete 

Input for Data Group A is complete. 

Click OK to continue. 

Then select an option from the menu bar. 

OK 

Figure 84. Input data Group 4 completed 

RECDES module program execution 

To run the RECDES module press Recommended Design from the Run 
Module option (Figure 85). The windows sequence that will appear when 
RECDES module is executed follows. (See Figures 86-91.) 

PROGRAM X0101 hrl'*> 

File    inputs Bun Module E53HI Help 
■                           Recommended Design 

Design 
investigate 

Figure 85. RECDES module execution window 

a. Enter output file name where the results should be written. 
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Enter RECDES Output File 

Filename:   exali.OUT 

Diiectory: c:\..Acmiter\windows 

Files: Directories: 

[-] 
[program] 
[report] 
I-a-I 
I-c] 
I-d] 
[e] 
[h-1 
["-] 
bd  

OK 

Cancel      | 

Figure 86. RECDES output file name window 

b. Enter minimum and maximum girder spacings. The spacing of the girder 
to have the same uniform loads will be found with these two values. The 
values should be between 4 and 7 ft (EM 1110-2-2703). 

Girder Spacing Limits 

Minimum Allowable Girder Spacing [SMIN] 4 

Maximum Allowable Girder Spacing (SMAX) 6| 

1     OK     1 

Figure 87. Minimum and maximum girder 
spacings 

c. Enter panel number desired or "0" for all panels. The user can select the 
panels to investigate, or all the panels will be available if "0" is selected. 

Recommended Panel Design 

Recommend Design for Panel 8 ? |0 =AIIJ to 

OK 

Figure 88. Recommended panel design window 

d. What girder section do you want to design? 
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Section Design 

Which Design do you 
want?. 

Compact Non-Compact 

Figure 89. Compact or noncompact girder 
design window 

e. Girder number desired or "0" for all girders. The user can select the 
girder to investigate, or all the girders will be available if "0" is selected. 

Recommended Girder Design 

Recommend Design for Girder 9 (0 =AII) J> 
1     QK j 

Figure 90. Recommended girder design window 

RECDES Module 

Design Recommendation Complete, 
Select a function from the menu bar. 

OK 

Figure 91. RECDES module completed window 

RECDES module output file 

The output files of the example in a text editor format are included in Riveros 
(1995) (ITL-95-1). The output file of the RECDES module is listed below. 

a. Required input data. All the data from the input file are in this section 
with a corresponding description. Following are the screens provided by 
the output interface. The user can use this option before the execution of 
the module to verify the input data. (Figures 92-98.) 
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File    inputs    Run Module 
PROGRAM X0101 

Output 
Geometry 
Recommended Design 
Design 
investigation 

liiwiiwtMWBwm« . 

Help 

Elevations 
Gate Leaf 
Scale Pair 
Pressures 

Figure 92. Output geometry option 

GCS for Windows 
Printer    Clipboard Help 

NGIRD ELEU 
1 102.00 

ELUP= 95.B0      2 96.ee 

9e.ee 

84.ee 

78.00 

72.ee 

7 67.00 

8 63. eo 

9 59.00 

"IB 55.0B 

11 5i.eo 

12 47.00 

->-,': 

5 S 6.00'=  30.00 Ft 

GT0P- 56. 54 

5.00 Ft 

ELLP= 64. 

5 @ 4.0B'=  20.OB Ft 

EL=  46.BO ELSILL fl.BB Ft       t Ft        |GB0T=   .333 

Figure 93. Geometry elevations 
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Erinter    Clipboard 

49.58" 

M ei*- 

-*i -1.98ft 

:::^ 
1.25ft 

I    I    I    I 

GCS for Windows 
Help 

NDS= 4 49.58" 

,      HIS=  5      , 
h »i 

l   I   I   l 

48.25ft T 
T~TT 

58.08" 

Uorkline 

Uorklin 

D.S. Flange 

Figure 94. Geometry girder leaf 

Printer    Clipboard 
GCS for Windows 

Symmetrical 
Impact Load 

asymmetrical     488.08 
Impact Load 

258.88 

Help 

Figure 95. Geometry scale pair 
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GCS for Windows 
Printer   Clipboard Help 

ELFS 
105.50 HEAD1  - 6.00 ft 

(SKIN PLATE  IMPACT LOAD) 

ELSILL=l»6.O0 

Figure 96. Geometry pressures 

b. Recommended girder location's table to yield approximately equal loads. 
The program determines the optimum girder location using load 
combination 1. The optimum girder location occurs when the girders have 
approximately equal loads. The figure below compares the girder location 
specified by the user with the girder location calculated by the program 
(Optimum). The girder spacing calculated by the program will be shown 
in different colors (green, blue, red) representing the difference in spacing 
between the girder suggested by the user and the girder calculated by the 
program. 

Red Spacing Difference > 0.5 ft 

Blue 0.25 < Spacing Difference < 0.5 

Green 0.05 < Spacing Difference < 0.25 

c. Girder load table. With the girder position from the input file, the 
program finds the loads acting in each girder for the active load com- 
binations. Here the designer has to compare the results in the tables with 
the results of the recommended girder locations table and redefine the 
input file if desired to reach the same uniform load in each girder. 
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GCS for Windows 
Printer    Clipboard 

Ü* 
Help 

Input Geometry 

5 B 6.OB'- 30.00 Ft 

5.00 Ft 

5 B 4.00'=  20.00 Ft 

1.00 Ft t 

Suggested Geometry 

I l—F 

I Hr 

i .-■: 

5 B 6.00'- 30.00 Ft 

4.90 Ft 

5 B 4.00'=  20.00 Ft 

u. 00 Ft 

Differences 
  >.50 
—— >.25 <-.50 
  >.05  <=.25 

Figure 97. Recommended girder location 

d. Recommended skin plate thickness and intercostal size and spacing to 
determine the optimum weight. The output file tables suggest a skin plate 
thickness for different numbers and sizes of intercostals. Here the 
designer should decide what is the best combination of skin plate and 
intercostal. This decision can be based on the total panel weight. 

e. Recommended girder web depth. The output file tables suggest different 
girder web depths for each girder. The designer has to decide the best 
alternative by checking the weight of the girders. 

/   Total weight of the girders with the same web depth. This output file is 
the summation of the weight of each girder with all girders having the 
same web depth. These output tables provide the user with information on 
which girder web depth should be used in the design module. Figure 98 
shows an X-Y graph presenting these results. 
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Figure 98. Girder web depth versus weight 

DES module input file 

The input file used is the same as the input file used in the RECDES module, 
along with Group 3 as shown in Figures 99-107. 

Required Strut Geometry 

Gudgeon pin to strut pin dist (GSTRT1] 19.1667 

Top girder to strut connection (GSTRT3) 1.25| 

lUlisiifisl 

Figure 99. Strut geometry 
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I Aaxft I 

| Previous I 

Diaphragm Data Input Window 

EDUFW „ 
d ■-—,—E> 

EDT 

Q-> 

EDDFT 

EDDFH T 

END DIAPHRAGM 

DUFU 

ki ,=—,  t>l 

DUT 

>* 

DDFU 
k3 ,=—■,    EH 

T 

INT.   DIAPHRAGM 

End diaphragm downstream flange width (inches) 

Figure 100. Diaphragm values 

Required Quoin Post (QP) Data 

X-coord, corner splice point (GUFX3J 47.5 

QPto TD stiffener plate [TDSLOC] 31.0 

QP contact point to end plate (CPLOC) 7.0 

QP contact plate width (CPUW) 11.0 

QP contact plate thickness [QCPTJ 1.0 

QP cntact plate stiffener width [QCPSW) 6.0 

QP cntact plate stiffener thick [QCPSTJ 0.5| 

OK 

Figure 101. Quoin post values 
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Required Thrust Diaphragm (TD) Data 

TD thickness (QTDTJ 1.0 

TD stiffener thickness (QDSTJ 1.0 

TD stiffener US flange width [QDSUFW) 6.0 

TD stiffener DS flange width [QDSDFW) 6.0 

TD stiffener flange thickness (QDSFT) 0.5 

TD horiz stiffener x-sect area (TDHSA) o.o| 

: OK j 

Figure 102. Thrust diaphragm values 

Horizontal Diagonal Pairs 

Select the Number 
of Horizontal 
Diagonal Pairs 

3 

Figure 103. Number of horizontal diagonal 
pairs 

Required Diagonal Geometry (Horizontal) 

X-coord Quoin end, first pair (DX1Q) 77.5 

X-coord miter end, first pair [DX1M] 501.5| 

 ; nOK | 

Figure 104. Diagonal geometry values (horizontal) 
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Vertical Diagonal Pairs 

Select the Number 
of Vertical Diagonal 

Pairs 

T 

Figure 105.  Number of vertical diagonal pairs 

Required Diagonal Geometry (Vertical] 

Top girder web to first diagonal (DTD] 36.75 

Bottom girder to lowest diagonal (DBU) 36.75| 

OK      I 

Figure 106.  Diagonal geometry values (vertical) 

Required Diagonal Geometry (Offset) 

Skin plate to negative diagonals (DDSN) 57.375 

Skin plate to positive diagonals (DDSP] 58.375| 

_10K  _J 

Figure 107.  Diagonal geometry (offset) 

Save input file 

Because the input file to run RECDES module has been edited, the new input 
file should be saved. The sequence of windows used to save the input file 
required to run the DES module is shown in Figures 108 through 110. 
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1                                         PROGRAM X0101 'r 
■aiRl Inputs    Run Module    Output Help 

Open 
New 
Save Input 

Exit 

Figure 108. Save input window 

Wj        Input Data Groups 

Select which data groups 

to save as an Input File 

[El [Data Group 1j 

l~l Data Group 2 

M Data Group 3 

E] Data Group 4 

OK         ] 

,     ^CelJ 
Current Input File 

EXA1 .DAT 

Figure 109.  Data groups to be saved 
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1                    Enter Input Filename to Save                    1 

Filename:   exald.dat OK 1 
Directory: c:V..\program 

Cancel | 
Files:                        Directories: 

exa 1  95.dat H [-1 
exa1.dat [help] 
exa1i.dat [a] 
exaasd.dat [c] 
exaasdi.dat [d] 
mc3.dat [e-1 
mc3i.dat [h] 
mc3s.dat [*] 
mc3s2.dat M 
mc3s3.dat Hi 

Figure 110. Input file name 

DES module program execution 

To run the DES module press Design from the Run Module option (Figure 
111). The windows sequence that will appear when DES module is executed 
follows (Figures 112-114). 

File    inputs 
PROGRAM X0101 

Run Module Help 
Recommended Design 

investigate 

Figure 111.  DES module execution 

a. Enter output file name. 
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Enter DESIGN Output File 

Filename:   exald.ou OK 

Directory: c:\..Acmiter\windowj 

Files: Directories: 

exalr.out [..] * 
[instal~1] 
[program] 
[report] 
[a] 
[c-1 
[d] 
[e] 
[h] 
1*1 ■♦ 

Figure 112. Output file 

b. What type of girder section do you want to design? 

Section Design 

Which Design do you 
want?. 

Compact    I   INpn-Coinpact 
HTHwrimiTiiiiiiiiiiiNi mirl    Ikw^a—twiIMMW 

Figure 113. Plate girder design 

Design Module 

Analysis and Design Complete, 
Select a function from the menu bar. 

OK 

Figure 114.  DES module execution completed 
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DES module output file 

The DES module output file provides the required widths and thicknesses of 
all plates used to build the elements of the gate. Figure 115 shows the graphic 
interface that can be selected from the program followed by the output file list. 

File    Inputs    Run Module 
PROGRAM X0101 

Output 
I 

Help 
Geometry 
Recommended Design 
Design 
Investigation 

Skin Thickness 
Intercostals 
Girder Design 
Stiffener Design 

Figure 115.  Design output interface options 

a. Required input data. All the data from the input file are in this section 
with a corresponding description. 

b. Skin plate design. The window for skin plate design is shown in 
Figure 116. 

c. Intercostal design. The user can move to the next or previous panel by 
pressing Next or Previous, or return to the main menu by choosing Menu 
(Figure 117). 

d. Girder design. This output file window shows the dimensions required 
for the section at the girder center line and end diaphragm section 
(Figure 118). The user can move to the next or previous girder pressing 
Next or Previous, or return to the main menu if he chose Menu. 

e. Flange splice distances. These are the distances to the splice points on the 
girder flanges from the contact point. 

/   Web stiffeners. The user can move to the next or previous girder by 
pressing Next or Previous or return to the main menu by pressing Menu 
(Figure 119). 
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GCSior Windows 
Erinter   Clipboard Help 

Skin Plate 
Thickness 

11    8 .50 in 

—i 

Panel ft 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

18 

11 
ELSILL 

Figure 116. Skin plate design 

■*-■: -—GGS-tof Windows 
Erinter   Clipboard Help 

INTERCOSTAL DESIGN 

Panel « 1 

A   „ 2.58 in X .58 in 

I Panel Selection I 

Me*» 

!':   .lu.. 

Menu 

Figure 117. Intercostals design 
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GCS for Windows 
Printer   Clipboard Help 

GIRDER DESIGN 

Girder It    1 

UPSTREAM 

.50 
I»    12-BB   H 

i  8-80 i H H   l 

.50 

.50 

-MM  .50 

TP .50 

12.00 12.00 
DOWNSTREAM 

CENTER END ZONE 

NOTE: All units are in inches 

I Girder Selection I 

fiext 

iV..i-u 

Menu 

Figure 118. Girder design 

|~—'■-.—    6€S tar-Windows  MMHHIHM* 
| Printer   Clipboard Help 

LO 

p                    .50 in   j 

GIRDER  DESIGN 

NGITUDINAL   STIFFEN 

Girder #    1 

.50 in 

:RS 

I I 
I 

11                                     i 
|p                                         ^ 
II ? 
ji,         1<5.<S7 in         j 

III 33-3: 

I    5.50 in 

in 

I   i    5.50 in 

Girder Selection 

flex!     | 

t II VI..I/S    I 

Menu     | 

Figure 119.  Longitudinal stiffeners design 
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g. End diaphragm design. This option includes the end diaphragm 
dimensions. 

h. Quoin post design. This option includes the quoin post properties, 
dimensions, and stresses for the points shown in Figure 15. 

i.   Thrust diaphragm design. This option includes the thrust diaphragm 
dimensions. 

j.   Tapered end design. This option includes the tapered end section 
dimensions. 

it. Diagonal design. This option includes the diagonal parameters required 
by EM 1110-2-2703 and the required diagonal areas. 

/.   Gate properties. This option presents the weight and the center of gravity 
of the gate leaf. 

INV module input file 

The input file to run the investigation module includes the four data groups. 
The input file used is the same as that used in the design module along with 
Group 2 and is shown in Figures 120-157. 

Group Number Input 

Enter how many web thickness groups 

OK      | 

Figure 120. Number of web thickness groups 

Web Thickness Groups 

tVeb thickness upper girder, group # 1 |l 

Web thickness lower girder, group # 1 5 

1     OK    1 

Figure 121. Web thickness Group 1 description 
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Web Thickness Input Window 

Center Zone Section 
(Left Side of Splice) 

U.S. D.S. 

Center Zone Section 
(Right Side of Splice) 

U.S. D.S. 

GWCT 

End Zone Section 

U.S. D.S. 

Accept 

Previous 

" : „. GWET n 

Girder web center zone thickness between end diaphragms (inches) 

Figure 122. Web thicknesses, Group 1 

Web Thickness Groups 

Web thickness upper girder, group * 2 li 
Web thickness lower girder, group # 2 12 

I     OK     ! 

Figure 123. Web thickness Group 2 description 
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Web Thickness Input Window 

Center Zone Section 
(Left Side of Splice) 

U.S. D.S. 

GWCT 

Accept 

Previous 

Center Zone Section 
(Right Side of Splice) 

U.S. D.S. 

End Zone Section 

U.S. D.S. 

' r. 
J — GUET 

Hü 

Girder web center zone thickness between end diaphragms (inches] 

Figure 124. Web thicknesses, Group 2 

Group Number Input 

Enter how many upstream flange groups J? 

HOB 

Figure 125. Number of flange groups 

Upstream Flange Groups 

U.S. flange upper girder of group # 1 l< 
U.S. flange lower girder of group # 1 11 

1     OK     j 

Figure 126.  Upstream flange description, 
Group 1 
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Upstream Flange Input Window 

Center Zone Section 
(Left Side of Splice) 

U.S. D.S. 

Center Zone Section 
(Right Side of Splice) 

U.S. D.S. 

GUF3UW 

GUFCT 

GUF4CW 

End Zone Section 

U.S. D.S. 

Accept 

Previous I 

GUFEW 

GUFET 

Girder upstream flange width from corner splice point to flange splice point (inches) 

Figure 127.  Upstream flange, Group 1 

Upstream Cover Plate Data Input Window 

GUCPX= 1 

^ 

Arcept 

Previous 

GUCPW U.S. D.S. 

GUCPT 

Girder upstream flange cover plate end X-coordinate 

Figure 128.  Upstream cover plate, Group 1 
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Upstream Flange Groups 

U.S. flange upper girder of group # 2 M 
U.S. flange lower girder of group • 2 12 

1     OK     I 

Figure 129.  Upstream flange description, 
Group 2 

Upstream Mange Input Window 

Center Zone Section Center Zone Section 

(Left Side of Splice) 

U.S. D.S. 

(Right Side of Splice) 

U.S. D.S. 

CUFCT 

GÜFHCU 

End Zone Section 

U.S. 

Accept 

Girder upstream flange width from corner splice point to flange splice point (Inches) 

Figure 130.  Upstream flange, Group 2 
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Upstream Cover Plate Data Input Window 

GUCPX= 1       in 

<* 

GUCPW     u.s. D.s. 

I 

GUCPT 

Accept  I 

Previous 

Girder upstream flange cover plate end X-coordinate 

Figure 131.  Upstream cover plate, Group 2 

™"MBI 

Enter how many downstream flange groups [b~ 

Figure 132. Number of downstream flanges 

Downstream Flange Groups 

X D.S. flange upper girder of group # 1 

D.S. flange lower girder of group # 1 11 

OK     I 

Figure 133.  Downstream flange description, 
Group 1 
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Downstream Flange Input Window 

Center Zone Section 
(Left Side of Splice) 

U.S. D.S. 

Accept 

Previousl 

Center Zone Section 
(Right Side of Splice) 

U.S. D.S. 

GDFET 

SH „ 
GDFCT 

GDFCU 

End Zone Section 

U.S. D.S. 

GDFEU 

Girder downstream flange end zone thickness, from girder end to splice point (inches] 

Figure 134.  Downstream flanges, Group 1 

Downstream Cover Plate Data Input Window                                              | 

U.S.                    D.S. GDCPW 

r 
1 i 

^ 
J               RHRPT L J 

f                GDCPX= lil       in             " 
I 

Accept 

Previous 

Girder downstream flange cover plate end X-coordinate 

Figure 135.  Downstream cover plate, Group 1 
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Dpwnstream Flange Groups 

D.S. flange upper girder of group # 2 M 
D.S. flange lower girder of group # 2 12 

liSMCfiffi 

Figure 136. Downstream flange description, 
Group 2 

Downstream I lanqe Input Window 

Center Zone Section Center Zone Section 

(Left Side of Splice) 

U.S. D.S. 

|PTtVlDU«| 

(Right Side of Splice) 

U.S. D.S. 

fc 3- 

L 

\ 

GDFCW 

IU 
7 GDfCT 

Im I   b 

End Zone Section 

t 
GDFEU 

| EBB | 
\ 7 

Girder downstream flange end zone thickness, from girder end to splice point (Inches) 

Figure 137.  Downstream flanges, Group 2 
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Downstream Cover Plate Data Input Window                                                 | 

U.S.                   D.S.    . GDCPU 

. 

i u 

<& 
J         nnnPT 

GDCPX- Q I 

Accepl 1 

| Previous j 

Girder downstream flange cover plate end X-coordinate 

Figure 138.  Downstream cover plate, Group 2 

Group Number Input 

Enter how many flange splice groups 

I  , OK.    I 

Figure 139. Number of splice point groups 

Flange Splice Groups 

Flange splice, upper girder group # 1                    p 

Flange splice, tower girder group X1 3 

1*  OIC   1 

Figure 140. Splice point description, Group 1 
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Flange Splice Points Input Window 

GUFX1*= EHE in 

^ 

GDFX5- HHOI in 

Accept 

Previous 

Girder upstream flange X-coordinate of flange splice point 

Figure 141. Splice points, Group 1 

Flange Splice Groups 

Flange splice, upper girder group # 2 H 
Flange splice, lower girder group U 2 ii 

I5-OCV   1 

Figure 142. Splice point description, Group 2 
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Flange Splice Points Input Window 

GUFXl4= FEIE in 

f£ z 
GD FX5= Qjfi in 

Accept 

Previous 

Girder upstream flange X-coordinate of flange splice point 

Figure 143. Splice points, Group 2 

Flange Splice Groups 

Flange splice, upper girder group # 3 M 
Flange splice, lower girder group # 3 12 

L.,flK,. I 

Figure 144. Splice point description, Group 3 
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Flange Splice Points Input Window 

GUFX*l= SIP in 

^ 

GDFX5= nua in 

Accept 

Previous 

Girder upstream flange X-coordinate of flange splice point 

Figure 145. Splice points, Group 3 

Grnun Number Input 

Enter haw many web stiffener groups 1| 

r~5K-| 

Figure 146. Number of web stiffener groups 
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«1 Transverse Stifteners           1 

Ol Number of 
Transverse Stiffenei 

OG 

02 Spaces 
[NGWTSJ 

Oz 
03 O8 

Ol 
<8>ifll 

Ol 
OS 

| 

Oio 

UK 

Figure 147. Number of transverse stiffeners 

prrjj      Longitudinal Stiffeners 

H 
a Select the Number 

of Longitudinal 
121 Stiffeners 

a (NGLS) 

Figure 148. Number of longitudinal stiffeners 
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Longitudinal Web Stiffener Data Input Winde 

GLS1T GLS2T 

@ü | 
- 

IE   | 
9— 

r 

-;r 
GLS1U GLS2W 

B3 BUI 
I     GLS1D= nan in 

GLS2D= Ü in 

Accept 

Previous 

Longitudinal stiffener 1, plate thickness (inches] 

Figure 149.  Longitudinal stiffeners 

Group Number Input 

Number of Intercostal/skin plate groups 3| 

If 

Figure 150. Number of intercostals/skin plate 
groups 

Skin Plate Groups 

Skin plate, upper girder of group #1                      |l 

Skin plate, lower girder of group #1                      3 

1; OK   1 

Figure 151. Intercostals/skin plate description, 
Group 1 
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'Accept I 

I Previous I 

Intercostal and Skin Plate Data Input Window 

SKIN PLATE i 
STEMT 

. i 

ODI 

t 
IHB3 „ 

1         1 

30 

FT I 1 
L_ 1 -*—i— 

FUI* P 

SPT 

Intercostal stem overall depth (inches) 

Figure 152.  Intercostals/skin plate, Group 1 

Skin Plate Groups 

Skin plate, upper girder of group #2                     fa 

Skin plate, lower girder of group * 2                      g 

\mmem 

Figure 153.   Intercostals/skin plate description, 
Group 2 
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Intercostal and Skin Plate Data Input Window 

SKIN PLATE 1        SPT 

—*— nu 

STEMT 

nn —* 

 _  

ODI 

—a— SBä 

■      ~~r~ i               i 
Accept 

1 r 
FWI = B    '' 

Previous 

Skin plate thickness (inches) 

Figure 154.   Intercostals/skin plate, Group 2 

Skin Plate Groups 

Skin plate, upper girder of group # 3 \f 
Skin plate, lower girder of group * 3 12 

I     OK     I 

Figure 155.  Intercostals/skin plate description, 
Group 3 
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I                                                Intercostal and Skin Plate Data Input Window 

SKIN PLATE |       SPT 

—*— CTB 

STEMT 

i i        — 

ODI 

—r- m 

r^^L 
Aciepl 1   P r F«I = m    1 

Previous 

Skin plate thickness (inches) 

Figure 156.  Intercostals/skin plate, Group 3 

Input Complete 

Input for Data Group 2 is complete. 

Click OK to continue. 

Then select an option from the menu bar. 

OK    I 
: -■- ■   - -1 

Figure 157.  Input data Group 2 completed 
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INV module program execution 

To run the INV module, press Investigation from the Run Module option 
(Figure 158). The windows sequence that will appear when INV module is 
executed follows in Figures 159-162. 

1 PROGRAM X0101 H* 
File    inputs Run Module BiTfffflni Help 

Recommended Design 
Design 
Investigate 

Figure 158.  INV module execution 

a. What design method do you prefer? 

Design Investigation 

Investigate a Design 
Based on... 

Allowable Stress 

Load & Resistance 

Figure 159.  Design criteria for investigation 
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b. Output file. 

Enter INVESTIGATE Output File 

Filename:   exal L ou 

Diiectory: c:\..Acmitei\windowi 

Files: Directories: 

M      I 
Cancel 

exal d.out 
exal r.out 

I--I * 
[instar 1] 
[program] ~" 
[report] 
[a] 
[c] 
[d-1 
[e-I 
I-h-] 
l-x-1 ;* 

Figure 160. Output file 

c.  Compact or noncompact section. 

Section Design 

Which Design do you 
want?. 

Compact iNon-Compact 

Figure 161.  Plate girder investigation 

Investigation Module 

Design Investigation Complete, 
Select a function from the menu bar. 

OK 

Figure 162. Completion of INV module 
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INV module output file 

The investigation module output file (Figures 163-165) provides the user with 
the strength of the basic and detailed structural elements. The output file is 
organized in the following sections: 

a. Required input data. All the data from the input file are reported in this 
section with a corresponding description. 

b. Skin plate investigation. This section includes the panel dimensions and 
the stress, deflection, and stress range produced for the active load 
combinations. Also, it includes the flexural strength, fatigue strength, and 
limiting deflection. 

The bar graph shown in Figure 166 represents the stresses, deflections, 
and stress ranges acting on the skin plate. If any of the bars exceed the 
top horizontal line, the corresponding panel or panels are underdesigned. 
Plots can be seen individually by choosing the Individual Plot option. 
Users can move to the next or previous load combination by pressing Next 
or Previous, or return to the main menu by pressing Menu. 

PROGRAM X0101 ^HLL 
Eile    Inputs Run Module Output | Help 

Geometry                         ► 
Recommended Design   ► 
Design                            ► 
Investigation                         Skin Plate      ► 

Intercostals   ► 
girders           ► 

Figure 163. Output investigation options 
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!                                                          PROGRAM X0101 hi* 
File Inputs    Run Module Help 

Geometry                        ► 
Recommended Design   ► 
Design                            ► 

■!£■   LC4 By Load Combination   ►    Skin Plate      k| 
LC2 
LC3 

LC5 
LCG 

individual Plot              ► intercostals   ► 
Girders          ► 

Figure 164. Skin plate investigation option 

Enter an INVESTIGATION Output File Name 

Filename:   exa! i. out 

Directory: c:\..Acmiter\windows 

Eilet: 

exalr.out 

Directories: 

[-] ♦ 
[instal~1] 
[program] •*■ 

[report] 
[a] 
[c-I 
[d] 
[e] 
[h-l 
[*] * 

Figure 165. Output file 
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6CS for Windows 

Printer   Clipboard Help 

MloiMbli' Stress 

n mm «(1-11). 

Load Combo 

Mart 

Picviouv 

M<nu 

nilow.ihlc Deflection 

ftllowdble Stress 

L£ (PANEL I (1-11) 

IS mwc fFTTT 

LOAD COMBINATION 

Figure 166. Skin plate investigation (LRFD) 

c. Intercostal investigation (Figure 167). This section includes the 
intercostal dimensions, the moments produced for a fixed and pinned end 
condition for each of the active load combinations. The flexure strength is 
also included. 

File    inputs    Run Module 
PROGRAM X0101 

Output 

LC l 
LC.3 

LC4 
LC S 
LC6 

Geometry ► 
Recommended Design   ► 
Design ► 

Skin Plate investigation 
By Load Combination   ►    Jntercostals   ► 
Individual Plot >\   Girders 

3 ■   ■ 

Help 

Figure 167.  Intercostal investigation options 
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The bar graph in Figure 168 represents the magnitude of the moment and 
stress range for the cases of the intercostals fixed or simply supported. The 
horizontal line above each bar represents the strength of the section for the 
corresponding limit state. Plots can be seen individually by choosing the 
Individual Plot option. Users can move to the next or previous load 
combination by pressing Next or Previous or return to the main menu by 
pressing Menu. 

G€S for Windows 
Printer   Clipboard Help 

m '                 s              -    % 

M 
F H^IIP^p^^iippi^liii^ 
E 

K iS^iiiililiii 
I ■ 
H 

! l j 
11 PANEL. tt d- 11 ) 

I    Load Combo    L 

NKKI     j 

['•.-I'-.J   j 

Menu     | 

AlloiMlili' '".tri".'. 

PBNEitä 8 M-T1) 

INTERCOSTAL 
INUESTIGATION 

LOAD COMRIHRTIOH 
1 

Figure 168.  Intercostal investigation (LRFD) 

Girder investigation. This section shows the dimensions, properties, 
acting forces, and strengths in the different sections of the girder (Figure 
169). Girder investigation options are shown in Figure 170. Girder 
geometry and girder loads (LRFD) are shown in Figures 171 and 172, 
respectively. 

4  (SPLICE) 

5 (SPLICE) 
-e- 

Figure 169.  Plate girder investigation points 
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i                                                              PROGRAM X0101 M* 
File    inputs Run Module Help 

geometry                        ► 
Recommended Design   ► 
Design                            ► 
investigation Skin Plate      ► 

Intercostals   ► 
Girders               Geometry        Hi 

1   Loads 

Figure 170. Girder investigation options 

GCS for Windows 
Erinter   Clipboard üelp 

GIRDER INUESTIGATION 
GEOMETRV 

.50 Girder It 1 
Section Left of Centerline 

.58 \\ .58 

12.88 i 
TT:?ff 

16.58 
33.88 

I    Section View    | 

Mext 

I'rnviom 

Load* 

Renu 

GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES 

IX (in***) 
IV (in»**) 
RX (in) 
RV (in) 

KL/RX 

KL/RV 

AREA (in**2) 

22417.08 

4125.ee 

18.39 
7.89 

31.58 

9.98 

66.25 
• All dimensions are in inches • 

12.1 

.58 

Web Depth- 58.80 
Web Thickness-  .50 

Figure 171. Girder geometry 

Users can move to the next or previous girder by pressing Next or 
Previous or return to the main menu by pressing Menu (Figure 171). 
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■■-■■■-■■:::,: 

GCS tor Windows miniwiiifiüiw i 
Printer   Clipboard Melp 

I    Section View    I 

GIRDER  INUESTIGATION 
LOADS 

Girder it    1 
Section Left of Centerline 

Next 

f'l.r.iom 

geometry 

Menu 

| 

 i   r~ § 

< < <  LOAD COMBINATIONS > > > 

1 sym 1 unsym 2 3 4                 5                  6 
MOHENT  (KF) 1478 .50 671.30 .00 .00 .00             .00             .00 

MOMENT STRN (KF) 2434 .20 2582.60 .00 .00 .00             .00             .00 
THRUST  (K) 632 .50 346.90 .00 .00 .00             .00             .00 
AXIAL STRN (K) 1731 .90 1731.90 .00 .00 .00             .00             .00 
COMB  BEND FACTOR .92 .44 .00 .00 .00              .00              .00 
FATIGUE SR   (KSI) .00 .00 .00 .00 .00              .00              .00 
SHEAR  (K) .00 .00 .00 .00 .00             .00             .00 
SHEAR STRN (K) 313 .70 313.70 .00 .00 .00             .00             .00 

Figure 172. Girder loads (LRFD) 

Users can move to the next or previous section by pressing Next or 
Previous or return to the main menu by pressing Menu (Figure 172). Red 
values indicate that the section is underdesigned for the particular limit 
state and and load combination. 

e. End diaphragm investigation. This option presents a table with the 
stresses, deflections, and fatigue stress ranges acting on the end diaphragm 
due the active load combinations. 

/   Quoin post investigation. This option presents the stresses at the points 
shown in Figure 15. 

g. Thrust diaphragm investigation. This option presents a table with the 
stresses, deflections, and fatigue stress ranges acting on the thrust 
diaphragm due the active load combinations. 

h. Tapered end investigation. This option presents a table with the stresses 
acting on tapered end section due the active load combinations. 

i.   Diagonal investigation. This option presents the parameters and the 
stresses acting on the diagonals for the active load combinations. 

j.   Gate properties. This option presents the weight and the center of gravity 
of the gate leaf. 
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6 Hand Calculations 

Hand calculations were performed, and the results are presented in this 
chapter. The hand calculations were performed using the same values as those 
used in the investigation module input file, and the results are compared with the 
values of the investigation module output file (Riveros 1995). Figures 92, 93, 
and 155 show the example layout. Criteria to design each structural element are 
explained in Chapter 2. 

Structural Analysis 

Tables 3 and 4 show the individual loads and load combinations acting on the 
girders, and Tables 5 and 6 show the same data for the panels. 

Table 3 
Girder Unfactored Loads 

Girder 
Hs 
kips/ft2 

Hs 
kips/ft 

Ht 
kips/ft2 

Ht 
kips/ft 

E 
kips/ft2 

E 
kips/ft 

1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

2 0.0 0.13 0.078 0.156 0.0 0.0 

3 0.31 1.870 0.078 0.429 0.043 0.26 

4 0.68 4.12 0.078 0.468 0.063 0.38 

5 1.06 6.36 0.078 0.468 0.079 0.47 

6 1.25 7.10 0.078 0.429 0.092 0.50 

7 1.42 7.79 0.078 0.351 0.101 0.45 

8 1.73 7.71 0.078 0.312 0.119 0.48 

9 1.935 7.75 0.078 0.312 0.141 0.56 

10 1.935 7.75 0.078 0.312 0.156 0.62 

11 1.935 7.75 0.078 0.312 0.169 0.67 

12 1.935 5.805 0.078 0.234 0.180 0.54 
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Table 4 
Girder Load Combinations 

Girder No. 

1.4H.+ 1.0H, 
kips/ft 
(Equation 7) 

1.2H.+ 1.0E 
kips/ft 
(Equation 10) 

1 0.00 0.00 

2 0.331 0.175 

3 3.067 2.503 

4 6.238 5.327 

5 9.380 8.112 

6 11.365 9.872 

7 11.264 9.809 

8 11.103 9.725 

9 11.156 9.853 

10 11.156 9.913 

11 11.156 9.964 

12 8.361 7.504 

Table 5 
Panel Unfactored Loads 

Panel No. kips/ft2 
H, 
kips/ft2 

£ 
kips/ft2 

1 0.375 0.0 0.00 

2 0.375 0.078 0.027 

3 0.499 0.078 0.054 

4 0.874 0.078 0.072 

5 1.249 0.078 0.086 

6 1.592 0.078 0.097 

7 1.873 0.078 0.105 

8 1.935 0.078 0.132 

9 1.935 0.078 0.149 

10 1.935 0.078 0.162 

11 1.935 0.078 0.175 
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Table 6 
Panel Load Combina tions 

Panel No. 
1.4H.+ 1.0H, 
kips/ft2 

1.2H.+ 1.0E 
kips/ft2 

1 0.525 0.449 

2 0.602 0.477 

3 0.777 0.653 

4 1.302 1.120 

5 1.826 1.584 

6 2.307 2.007 

7 2.700 2.352 

8 2.787 2.454 

9 2.787 2.471 

10 2.787 2.485 

11 2.787 2.497 

Skin Plate Design 

The skin plate is designed as a fixed plate at the center line of the intercostals 
and the edges of the girder flanges. For panels 7-12 (Figure 92), horizontal 
girders are spaced 4 ft apart, and intercostals are spaced on 24-in. centers. With 
6-in.-wide girder flanges, the plate dimensions are (see Chapter 2 for details): 

a = 36 in. 

b = 24 in. 

Wu = 2.787 kips/ft2 = 0.0194 ksi 

W= 1.935 kips/ft2 = 0.0134 ksi 

Fy = 36.0 ksi 

Fr = 21-ksi load condition 2, category C (Appendix K of AISC-LRFD 
(1986)) 

a = 0.9 

<t> = 0.9 

where 
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Wu = skin plate factored load, ksi 

W = skin plate unfactored load, ksi 

Fy = skin plate yield strength, ksi 

Fr = fatigue stress, ksi 

a = reliability factor (see Chapter 2 for details) 

<j) = resistance factor (see Chapter 2 for details) 

a. Required-thickness-based yield limit state. Equation 11 should be used to 
determine the skin plate thickness with F = a$Fy, W= Wu, a = 0.9, and 
<\> = 0.9. 

(68) 
/        — 0.5Wb2 

min 

\ 
F 1 + 0.623 I - 

6 

0.5(0.0194)(24)2 

min 

29 .16 1 + 0.6231 
2 
3 6) . 

0.426 in. 

Use t = 0.5 in. (check with program to verify results). 

Stress using t = 0.5 in. is: 

0.5Wub
2 

(69) 

1 + 0.623 'bV 
(70) 

(0.5)(0.0194)242 

= 21.14 ksi 

0.52 1 + 0.623 
24 
36j 

(71) 

which is less than atyFy = 29.16 ksi. Therefore, the skin plate with a 
thickness of 0.5 in. is acceptable for the yield limit state. 

b. Deflection check. Equation 12 should be used to calculate the deflection 
with t = 0.5 in. and 8^ = 0.4*. 
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0.02&4Wb' 

1 + 1.056 
I h\ 

\ "/ 

(72) 

Et2 

8 = 
0.0284 (0.0134) (24)4 

1 + 1.056 
241 

36 j 
(29000) (0.5)3 (73) 

= 0.0306 in. 

which is less than 6a„ = OAt = 0.2 in. Therefore, the skin plate with a 
thickness of 0.5 in. is acceptable for deflection criteria. 

c. Minimum thickness required by fatigue. Equation 11 should be used to 
determine the skin plate thickness with F = Fr, W = W. 

'# = 

\ 

°-5 (°-0134> <24>2     = 0.417 in. 

21 1 + 0.623 24 
36 

(74) 

The minimum thickness required by fatigue is 0.417 in.; use t = 0.5 in. 
(check with program to verify results). Fatigue stress using t = 0.5 in. is: 

°/ = 0.5 Wb: 

1  + 0.623 (b 
(75) 

or     (0-S) (0-0134) (24?     =1468kgi 

0.52 1 + 0.623 '24^ 
,36 

(76) 

which is less than Fr = 21.0 ksi. Therefore, the skin plate with a thickness 
of 0.5 in. is acceptable for fatigue criteria. 

Note that the skin plate with a thickness of 0.5 in. is also acceptable for 
yield limit state, deflection, and fatigue. Therefore, the skin plate with a 
thickness of 0.5 in. is acceptable. 
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Intercostal Design 

For this design example, the intercostals in panels 7 through 11 (Figures 92 
and 93) are assumed to have a pin-support condition and a plate section 
(Figures 7 and 8). The intercostals are spaced on 24.0-in. centers and have a 
48-in.-long girder center line spacing (G = 48.0 in.). The load is applied as a 
trapezoidal distribution as shown in Figure 8 (see Chapter 2 for details). The top 
and bottom girders have flanges with F/2 = 6.0 in., S = 36 in., a = 12 in., and 
b = 12 in. (see Figure 8 for details). The required factored moment capacity for 
the intercostal subjected to the trapezoidal load is Ma = 97.549 kip-in. (SBM in 
Figure 8, check with program to verify). 

The effective width of the skin plate is determined assuming that the skin 
plate is an unstiffened, noncompact element under compression (AISC 1986). 
The width-to-thickness ratio to satisfy this requirement is: 

,       b       .        95 A = — <, A„ =   
It, r        [p 
f Vy (77) 

The effective width be of a 0.5-in.-thick plate is then 

b  = M5 = 2 (0-5) (95) = 15 83 in (?8) 

The chosen intercostal section (Figure 155) is a plate section with a 4.5-in. stem 
and 0.625-in. thickness that produces a T-section in combination with the 
effective width (15.83 in.) of the skin plate (t = 0.5 in.). In accordance with 
EM 1110-2-2105, the stem satisfies noncompact requirements. 

± = M- = 8.0 < i^Z = 21.2 (79) 
' 0-75 fy 

In accordance with Chapter 2, the nominal strength M„ = Mr A < Ar, and the 
compression flange has continuous lateral support (Lb = 0). The section has an 
area of 10.73 in.2, a moment of inertia Ixof 17.91 in.4, a minimum section 
module Sx = 4.37 in.3, and a yield moment of My = 157.5 kip-in. The design 
strength is: 

a$My = (0.9) (0.9) 157.2 = 127.3 kip-in. 

which exceeds the required Mu = 97.545 kip-in. Therefore, a 4.5- by 0.625-in. 
stem is acceptable. 
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Girder Design 

This example applies to the design of the critical horizontal girder. The 
required cross section at the end diaphragm and center span is selected 
(girders 6-11 of Figure 93). The required leaf span from the quoin block to miter 
block is 48.25 ft (579.0 in.), with a 50-in. web depth (Figure 173). Uniform load 
and reactions are shown in Figure 9. The girder is subject to reverse bending. 
However, at the center span, the upstream flange is in compression, whereas it is 
in tension in the end diaphragm section. The upstream flange is fully laterally 
supported by the skin plate. The downstream flange is braced against lateral 
displacement and twist of the cross section by intermediate diaphragms every 
120 in. Transverse stiffeners are not required in this section. 

a. Width-to-thickness ratios. For this example, the section is proportioned 
with the following width-to-thickness ratios to satisfy the noncompact 
section requirements: 

For girder flanges (Table 1), 

- 106 106      _. 
Xr <; —===- = —— = 24 (80) 

#7^163      4.42 

Girder webs should be proportioned using requirements of uniformly 
compressed stiffened elements (Table 1 and AISC 1986). 

F,     6 

b. Design loading. For this girder, the controlling load combination is given 
by Equation 7. Based on Equation 7, the factored distributed load is equal 
to 11.37 kips/ft or 0.948 kips/in. (W in Figure 9). This loading produces 
an axial compressive resultant load equal to 867.0 kips (P, + P2in 
Figure 9), and a moment at center span equal to 1,372.7 kip-ft, with a 
moment at the end diaphragm equal to Mn = 900.4 kip-ft. The maximum 
shear load is equal to 274.2 kips (Nin Figure 9). 

c. Cross-section properties. The section is composed of 12- by 0.5-in. 
downstream and upstream flanges and a 50- by 0.5-in. web with 5.5- by 
0.5-in. longitudinal stiffeners located as shown in Figure 173. The 
effective width of the skin plate adjacent to each edge of the upstream 

girder flange is based on a — width-to-thickness ratio as needed 
yvn63 

to satisfy noncompact section requirements. The girder has the following 
properties: 

/, = 22,329.4 in.4 
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48"x0.5" 

51.5" 

17.0" 

16.5" 

1—c 

16.5' 

X   12"x0.5" 

T 
12"x0.5" 

Figure 173. Girder cross section 

rr = 18.387 in. 

r„ = 5.785 in. 

Sxl = 1,173.97 in.3 

Sx2 = 687.47 in.3 

Z,= 1,058.02 in.3 

yc = 19.02 in. 

A„ = 66.0 in.2 

NEUTRAL AXIS 

5.5"x0.5" 

32.48" 

d. Noncompact section check. The following calculations show that the 
section is noncompact. With two lines of longitudinal stiffeners located as 
shown in Figure 175, the maximum clear distance of the web is 
d = 17.0 in. The width-to-thickness ratio for the web is 
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X = <L = YLO = 34 0 

t       0.5 
(82) 

which is less than Xr of Table 1. Therefore, the web is compact. For the 
upstream flange, the width-to-thickness ratio including the skin plate is 

b_ 

It 

12 

2 (1.0) 
6.0 < A (83) 

which is less than Xp of Table 1. Therefore, the upstream flange is 
compact. For the downstream flange, the width-to-thickness ratio is 

b_ 

It 

12 

2 (0.5) 
12.0 (84) 

which is greater than Xp and less than Xr of Table 1. Therefore, the 
downstream flange is noncompact. Since the plate girder section requires 
that just one element be noncompact, the plate girder section is 
noncompact. 

e. Web shear. The girder web will be checked for the maximum shear 
Vu = 21AA kips (see Chapter 2, Equations 42 through 45, for design 
criteria), for 

A< 187 

A 

V = 0.6F  A n yw    w 

' yw 

(85) 

where 

k = 5 + 
(86) 

unless a/h exceeds 3.0 or [260/(h/tj]2, in which case k = 5. With a = 
120 in. (intermediate diaphragm spacing) and h = 17.0 in. (web maximum 
clear depth): 

o 
~h 

120 

17.0 
= 7.05 > 3 ; k = 5 (87) 

17.0 
0.5 

= 34.0 < 187. 
\ 36 

= 69.7 (88) 

Vn = 0.6 (36) (25) = 540 kips (89) 
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a$Vn = (0.9) (0.9) (540) = 437.4 kips (90) 

which is greater than Vu = 274.2 kips. Therefore, the section is acceptable 
for shear. 

/.   Combined forces. The horizontal girder is considered a singly 
symmetrical prismatic member subjected to axial force and flexure about 
its major axis (see Chapter 2 for design criteria). 

(1)   Determine axial strength (Equations 15 through 17). 

(a) Slenderness ratios 

El = 10J579) = 3L50 contrds (91) 

r 18.39 

Kly _ Q.65 (120) _ 13 ^ (92) 

ry 5.79 

(b) Calculate the critical stress Fcr, 

Fy = 31.5 
X  = — c     m\ E        ic  N 29,000 

3^ = 0J53 (93) 

Fcr = (0.658*V) Fy = (0.6580125) 36.0 = 34.17 kips <94) 

(c) Calculate the axial strength 

P  = A F (95) 
n g   cr 

Pn = (66.0) 34.17 = 2,255.22 kips (96) 

a<J>Pn = (0.9) (0.85) 2,255.22 = 1,725.11 kips (97) 

which is greater than Pu = 867.0 kips. Therefore, the section is 
acceptable for compression load. 

(2)   Determine whether Equation 38 or 39 should be used in members 
subject to bending and axial force for center-line section with 
Pu = 867.13 kips, <t>c = 0.85, and a = 0.9: 

P«     = 867-13  = 0.503 (98) 
a$ P       (0.9) (0.85) 2,255.22 
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which is greater than 0.2. Therefore, Equation 38 should be used. 

( ML 

♦A      9 

K** 

M._ uy 

W «M, 
<i.o 

nyy 
(99) 

(100) 

(3)   Determine the moment magnifier to be used in Equations 40 and 41: 

*i 
m 

1 ".) 

k 
p.) 

> 1.0 
(101) 

AF 
P - A?y - (66-°) (36> - 

0.125 
19,037.97 (102) 

Substituting the values above with Cm = 1.0 in Equation 40, the 
moment magnifier is 

*i = 7 
1.0 = 1.05 

1.0 867.1 (103) 

19,037.97; 

(4)   Determine the maximum acting moment at girder center line: 

K, = B iK + B2Mu (104> 

Mu = 0 

Muxa = BxM„t = 105 (16,472.24) 

17,295.49 kip-in. 

(105) 

(106) 

(5)   Determine flexure strength, center-line section. For a noncompact 
section with the compression flange fully laterally supported 
(center-line section), the flexure strength is the plastic moment 
(Equation 18). 

Mn = Mp = F^ = (36) (1,058.02) 

= 38,088.72 kip-in. 
(107) 
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ai>M„ = (0.9) (0.9) 38,088.72 
^   " (108) 

= 30,851.86 kip-in. 

which is greater than MuxCL= 17,295.49 kip-in. Therefore, the 
section is acceptable for bending. 

(6)   Determine if the section is acceptable for combining loads (axial and 
flexure) by substituting the values above into Equation 38: 

0.51 + - 
9 

17,295.49 = 1.00 (109) 
(0.9) (0.9) (38,088.72) 

Since the value is 1.0, the center-line section is acceptable. 

(7)   Determine flexure strength, end diaphragm section. For noncompact 
sections with the beam compression flange laterally supported each 
120 in., the moment strength is calculated using criteria in Chapter 2 
and Equations 18 through 37. For this example, the flange local 
buckling is controlling, 

Xp < X ± Xr 

and the acting moment at the end diaphram is 

M„a = B,Mm = 1.05 (10,804.8) 

= 11,345.04 kips-in. 

Using Equation 20, the moment strength is 

Mn = Mp-  Wp   ~ Mr) 

(110) 

(111) 

'*-V 
vW,y 

(112) 

(113) 

Mn = 38,088.72 - (38,088.72 - 13,404.0) 

x I    12-° " 10-8333   )f & 
X { 24.0043 - 10.8333J[ 12, 

M  = 2,991.8 kip-ft 

(|)aMw = (0.9) (0.9) 2,991.8 = 2,423.4 kip-ft 

which is greater than MuxED = 11,345.04 kip-in. Therefore, the 
section at the end diaphragm is acceptable for bending. Substituting 

= 2,991.8 kip-ft 

(114) 

3.4 kip-ft (115) 
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the values above into Equation 38 to determine if the end diaphragm 
section is acceptable for combining loads (axial and flexure), 

0.503 + - 
' 11,345.04' 

29,080.8 
= 0.85 < 1.0 (116) 

Since this value is less than 1.0, the section at the end diaphragm is 
acceptable. At the midspan and end diaphragm locations, the chosen 
section is adequate for combined forces. The cross section consists 
of the following elements: 

Upstream flange 12.0 by 0.5 in. 
Downstream flange 12.0 by 0.5 in. 
Skin plate 0.5 in. 
Web 50.0 by 0.5 in. 
Two longitudinal stiffeners 5.5 by 0.5 in. 

End Diaphragm 

For this example, the end diaphragm is designed using the critical load 
combination in panels 7 through 11. The end diaphragm is designed as a fixed 
plate (skin plate criteria) with the following dimensions (see Figure 174 for 
details): 

a = 48 in. 

b\ = 29.5 in. 

bl = 20.5 in. 

Wu = 2.787 kips/ft2 = 0.0194 ksi 

W = 1.935 kips/ft2 = 0.0134 ksi 

Fy = 36.0 ksi 

Fr = 21 ksi; load condition 2, category C 

a = 0.9 

(|> = 0.9 

a. Required thickness based on yield limit state. Equation 12 should be used 
to determine the end diaphragm thickness with F = 0L$Fy, W=WU, 
a = 0.9, and 4> = 0.9: 
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y^      1.0 ^-\^^ 

\^^     3          0.625 in. 

29.5 in. 

20.5 in. 

^ \                                                                             i—L J—, 

49.5 in. 

Figure 174.  End diaphragm section 

t ■   = min 

N 

0.9 (0.0194) (29.5)2 

0.529 in. 

29.16 1 + 0.623 
29.5 

48 

(117) 

Use 0.625 in. Stress acting with t = 0.625 in. 

0.5 Wub
2 

(beef2 1 + 0.623 
I u\ 

\u) 

(118) 

(0.5) (0.0194) 29.52 

(0.9) (0.9) (0.625)2 

25.8 ksi 

1 + 0.623 
/ 29.5 V 

^  48 

(119) 

which is less than Fy = 36.0. Therefore, an end diaphragm plate thickness 
of 0.625 in. is acceptable for yield limit state. 
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b. Deflection check. Equation 11 should be used to calculate the deflection 
with t = 0.625 in. and 6^ = 0.4t: 

0.284 (0.0134) (29.5)4 

= 0.0373 in. 

1 + 1.056 ( 29.5^ 
48 

(120) 
(29,000) (0.0625)3 

which is less than 8^, = 0.4t = 0.25 in. Therefore, an end diaphragm plate 
thickness of 0.625 in. is acceptable for deflection criteria. 

c. Minimum thickness required by fatigue. Equation 12 should be used to 
calculate the thickness required by fatigue with F = Fr, W = W (AISC 
1986): 

'* = 

> 

0.5 (0.0134) (29.5)2 

0.511 in. 

21 1 + 0.623 
29.5 
48 

(121) 

The minimum thickness required by fatigue is 0.511 in.; use t = 0.625 in. 
(check with program to verify). Fatigue stress range using t = 0.625 is 

(0.5) (0.0134) 29.52 

= 14.46 hi 

(0.625)2 1 + 0.623 
29.5 
48 

(122) 

which is less than Fr = 21.0 ksi. Therefore, the end diaphragm plate 
thickness of 0.625 in, is acceptable for fatigue criteria. Since the end 
diaphragm with a thickness of 0.625 in. is acceptable for yield limit state, 
deflection, and fatigue, the end diaphragm with a thickness of 0.625 in. is 
acceptable. 

Quoin Post 

The quoin post will be designed using load combination 3 (Equation 8) with 
H, = 0.0. For dimensions of the quoin post shown in Figure 175, the properties 
are as follow: 

A = 103.52 in.2 

C = 23.89 in. 

(7,= 1.39 in. 

A = 6,176.09 in. 
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Y-Yx X-X 

\     6 x 0.5 In. 6 x 0.5 In 

Figure 175. Quoin post section 

/>= 14,691.10 in.4 

Xpin = 27.27 in. 

rpiB = 6.71in. 

6^ = 3.38 in. 

ey = 5.32 in. 

Wga,e = 220.14kips 

C + M= 185.00 kips 

Pu= 1.2 Wgate+1.6 (C+M) 

Pu = 560.17 kips 

Mx = Pu(ey) = 560.17(5.32) = 2,980.1 kip-in. 

My = Pu(ex) = 560.17(3.38) = 1,893.4 kip-in. 

The stresses acting in the quoin post should be determined in Points A 
through F, which are the most critical points (Figure 15), using the following 
equation: 
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P Mr M, 
a = -L- + —?-y + —y-x (123) 

a<M      a$7        <*((>/ 

where 

xa =-17.887 in. 

ya= 10.140 in. 

xb = -17.887 in. 

yt = -8.464 in. 

xc = 9.958 in. 

yc= 19.131 in. 

jcrf = 9.959 in. 

yd = -l7A12 in. 

JCC =-16.887 in. 

vf = -0.887 in. 

^•=-5.137 in. 

yf= -0.887 in. 

where the subscripts a through /correspond to the points in Figure 15. 
Substituting the values above in the stress equation, the stresses are: 

% = .«^IZt^r+ M~2T: oo 560.2 + 2,980.1 
(0.9) (0.85) 103.5  + (0.9) (0.9) 6,176.09 vp' 

1,893.4 
(124) 

(*„) (0.9) (0.9) 14,691.1     p 

ap = 7.05 + 0.596^ + 0.159y (125) 

o0 = 10.23 ksi 

ab = -0.88 ksi 

ac = 20.04 ksi 

od = -1.78 ksi 
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o„ = 3.80 ksi 

<jy=5.68ksi 

where all the stresses are less than Fy = 36.0 ksi. Therefore, the quoin post is 
acceptable. 

Thrust Diaphragm 

This example presents the design for the thrust diaphragm for panels 7 
through 11 using the criteria in Chapter 2 (see Figure 176 for details). 

a. Axial load. Determine the axial load using Equations 52, 53, and 54. A 
detailed explanation to determine the axial load acting in the thrust 
diaphragm is included in Chapter 2 (see Figure 14 for details). 

Wv= 11.15 kips/ft 

L = 48.25 ft 

6 = 18.43 deg (126) 

Va = WUL cos 6 = (11.15) (48.25) cos (18.43) 

= 509.1 kips 

V = L sin 6 = 15.26 ft (127") 

H = L cos 0 = 45.77 ft 

YM   =0.0 (128) 
£—J        cp 

where Mcp = moment contact point. 

Va{H) - Ha(V) - —  = 0.0 <129> 

Ha = 678.8 kips (13°) 

R = Va sin (26) + Ha cos (26) = 848.5 kips (131) 

b. Bending stress. The bending stresses of the internal and external panels of 
the thrust diaphragm are calculated using the skin plate equations. The 
dimensions of the panel are as follows: 
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Figure 176. Thrust diaphragm section 

a = 48 in. 

bi„t = 21.17 in. 

^, = 24.00 in. 

ft, = 0.44 

qext = 0.50 
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f = = 1.0 in. 

Area - = 1.0(48) = 48.0 in.2 

a = = 0.9 

<i>a = = 0.85 

<k = = 0.9 

wu-. = 2.787 kips/ft2 = = 0.01935 ksi for load combination 2 

W-- = 1.935 kips/ft2 = = 0.01344 kips/in.2 

c.  Yield limit state. 

a = 
R 

+ 
0.5 Wub

2 

(132) 
a<M       afyt2 [l + 0.623 (q6)] 

a = 29.9 ksi 

which is less than Fn = Fy- 36.0 ksi. Therefore, the thrust diaphragm 
section is acceptable for yield limit state. 

d. Deflection. 

6 = °-0284^2  (133) 
[l  + 1.056 (q5)]Et3 

6 =       0.0284 (0.01344) (24Q      = ^^ .„ {m 

[l + 1.056 (0.55)] 29,000(1)3 

which is less than 6^, = 0.4t = 0.4 in. Therefore, the thrust diaphragm 
section for deflection criteria is acceptable. 

e. Fatigue. With Fr = 21.0 ksi, load condition 2, category C, 

R              0.5 Wb2 n~« a = — +   (135) 
A      t2 [l + 0.623 (q6)] 

5906  +       0-5 (0-0134) (24*)       = l6U ^^ 
48.0       (1 o2) [j + 0 623 (0.56)] 

which is less than Fr= 21.0 ksi. Therefore, the thrust diaphragm section is 
acceptable for fatigue criteria. Because the thrust diaphragm section is 
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acceptable for yield-limit state, deflection, and fatigue, it is totally 
acceptable. 

Tapered End Section 

The tapered end section is designed for girder 6, where the highest uniform 
load is located. The criteria to design this element are explained in Chapter 2 
(Figure 11). See Figure 177 for geometric details. 

For girder 6, the smaller span between adjacent girders is 5.0 ft, the thrust 
diaphragm thickness is 1.0 in., and critical section position Z' is 22.0 in. 
(Figure 11). 

The section properties at critical position are (see Figure 179): 

A = 42.59 in.2 Ix = 3,048.90 in.4 

Ybot= 12.81 in. Wu = 11.37 kips 

Ytop= 15.74 in. R = 867.42 kips 

8 x 0.5 In. 
i                        i 

0.6525 In. 

16,0 In. 

— 

i i 

16.0 In. 

' v 
1.0 ,   f i 

1 

1 

11,55 In. 

f 
i i 

12 x 0.5 In, 

Figure 177. Tapered end section 
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Stresses acting in the tapered end section are as follows: 

(136) n_    P    + * (Ybot - YthmJ C      WuZ>C 
a =  + 

a$A a§I 2 a<\>I 

abot = 31.09 ksi 

oUp = 20.76 ksi 

which are less than Fy = 36.0 ksi. Therefore, the tapered end section is 
acceptable. 

Diagonals 

This example pertains to design of the miter gate diagonal members utilizing 
ASTM A60 steel. Chapter 2 and AISC (1986) provide the general guidance for 
diagonal design. Diagonal design will be controlled by Equation 8 or 9. 
Equation 8 represents the case in which the gate is subjected to temporal 
hydraulic loading. Equation 9 represents the case in which a submerged 
obstruction constrains the gate leaf motion while the maximum operating force 
gl is applied. Plan and elevation views for the gate leaf are shown in 
Figure 178. The length of each diagonal is 723.7 in. The unfactored loads, the 
distance from the pintle to the applied loads z, the moment arm of the applied 
load with respect to the center of moments (located at the operating strut 
elevation), and corresponding load torque areas Tz for this case are shown in 
Table 7. For loads Ql,H„ and Hd, a positive value of Tz indicates the case of 
gate opening and a negative value indicates the case of gate closing. 

The factored loads for Equations 8 and 9 are as follows: 

Tz(D) = 1.2(-14,273.8) = -17,128.6 kip-ft2 

Tz(C+M) = 1.6(-14,383.1) = -23,012.9 kip-ft2 

Tz(Q) = 1.2(+279,352.0) = +335,222.4 kip-ft2 

Tz(Ht) = 1.0(+136,277.9) = +136,277.9 kip-ft2 

The design strength for tension members is the lower of the following: 

Case a. For yielding in the cross section, a = 0.9, <f>,= 0.9: 

Pn = FyAg 

a<$>Fy = 0.9 (0.9) (60) = 48.6 ksi 
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Figure 178.  Plan and elevation views of the gate diagonals 

Table 7 
Gate Torsion Loads 

Load Force, kips Moment Arm, ft z,ft Tz, kip-ft2 

D 199.51 3.23 22.15 -14,273.8 

C + M 185.0 3.51 22.15 -14,383.1 

Q1 106.0 56.92 46.30 ±279,352 

H, 214.0 28.75 22.15 ±136,278 

Hd 70.93 32.75 22.15 ±52,266.5 
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Case b. For fracture in the net section, a = 0.9, (j),= 0.75: 

Pn = FuAe = Fu(UAg) 

The end connections are welded to gusset plates with a total weld length greater 
than twice the bar width. Therefore, U = 1.0 and the effective area is the same as 
the gross area Ag (AISC 1986). 

a<\>Fu = 0.9(0.75)(75.0) = 50.63 ksi 

Case a controls and the limiting tensile stress is 48.6 ksi. Following the 
procedure in Chapter 2 used to obtain the diagonals' size, the following is 
obtained: 

a. The stiffness of the leaf in deform the diagonal A' is the sum of the 
average cross-sectional areas of the two vertical and horizontal girders 
which bound the panels times 1/8. 

A' = 19.06 in.2 

b. The ratio of change in length R0 of diagonal to leaf deflection is calculated 
using Equation 61. 

R0 = +0.123 

c. The required size of the diagonals is calculated using Equation 62. 
Substituting values above into Equation 62: 

A S7z -375,363.9 
p     sRJiv        (48.6) (0.123) (55.0) (46.3) (137) 

= 24.7 in.2 

A XTz -335,224.4 
An =   ~ sR0hv        (48.6) (0.123) (55.0) (46.3) (138) 

= 22.0 in.2 

Use Ap = 26.0 in.2 and A„ = 24.0 in.2. 

d. The ratio R of the actual change in length of diagonals to deflection of the 
leaf is calculated using Equation 63 as follows: 

A1 

R    = -A  R 
P     A+A<° 

= 0.0520 

19.06 
(0.123) 

^ 26.0 + 19.06J (139) 
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A' 
R   = —*  R   = 

"     A+A>    ° 

= 0.0544 

19.06 

{ 24.0 + 19.06/ 
(0.123) 

(140) 

e. Equation 64 is used to calculate the elasticity constant of a diagonal, 
which is: 

Qp = 204,098.33 kip-ft 

Qn = 197,248.3 kip-ft 

/   The elasticity constant of the leaf without diagonals is calculated using 
Equation 58 as follows: 

Q =AE Wz *- 4 x 12,000 

12 (141) 

( 302.6 +  18Q.9V 

660.0  +  555.6, 
3,136.0 kip-ft 

g. For deflection of leaf, use Equation 65 to calculate the live-load gate- 
opening deflection (critical case is when C + M = 0), 

=  S Tz (0 = 335,222.4 UQ = g % [n 
0      Qo + 2ß      404,022.6 

J>L = 9-96 in- 

Use Equation 65 to calculate the live-load gate-closing deflection, 

A   _ S [Tz (C + M) - Tz (g)] 

Q0 - Sß 

-358,235.3 

(142) 

(143) 

404,022.6 
12.0 = -10.64 in. 

A™ = -10.64 in. 

h. Use Equation 66 to calculate the maximum numerical value of D, 

n-       Jk.    , A   ~      48"6 (723'7) 
raax     Rfi        "      -0.0545 (29,000) 

+ 9.96 = -12.13 in. 

(144) 
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D+    = JL + A   _    48.6(723.7) 
max     RpE ■     p     0.052 (29,000) (145) 

-10.64 = 12.67 in. 

Use Dp = 11.43 in. and D„ = -10.68 in. 

i.   The stress in the diagonals must remain between the tension-limiting stress 
of 48.6 ksi and the minimum stress of 1.0 ksi (diagonals must always 
remain in tension). The maximum-tension stress will occur as follows: 

For positive diagonals on gate closing (Equation 67), 

s   =^£(D   - A ^ = (0-0521) (29,000) 
P L     ^   P c) 723 7 (146) 

[11.43 - (-10.68)] = 46.16 ksi 

which is less than 48.5 ksi. Therefore, the positive diagonal is acceptable. 

For the negative diagonal on gate opening, 

s   =^L(D      A ^ - (0-0545) (29,000) 
n L     ^    n o> ?23 ? (147) 

[-10.68 - (-9.99)] = 45.17 ksi 

which is less than 48.6 ksi. Therefore, the negative diagonal is acceptable. 
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Appendix A 
CMITERW-LRFD Input Files 
Text Editor Format 

The data file for CMITERW-LRFD is divided into four groups that will be 
explained in this appendix. The Group 1 data are always required, whereas 
Groups 2 and 3 data are for a detailed design or investigation. Group 4 data are 
used to change the default values. Each data line consists of a list name (three 
letters long) followed by the data items in the list. Data can be input in a free 
format. Values to be omitted must be input as a zero. 

Group 1 

Group 1 is required to run the RECDES, DES, and INV modules. Figure Al 
and Table Al show the data items of Group 1. As stated above, Group 1 is the 
only data group required to run the RECDES. 

The following paragraphs explain each variable in Group 1. The 
x-coordinates are measured from the gate contact point toward the miter contact 
point in a direction parallel with the girder working line. The z-coordinates are 
measured upstream from the downstream edge of the girder web in a direction 
perpendicular to the work line. 

JOB 

Data list JOB (heading lines (at least one)). The maximum allowable number 
of heading (JOB) lines is five. If the title is more than one line, then all except 
the last line of the title must end with an asterisk. The JOB name should be used 
in each title line. 

RGV 

Data list RGV (required overall geometry, vertical). See Figure Al for 
illustration. All values are in decimal feet. 
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Figure A1. Group 1 data items 
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Table A1 
Data File Group 1 

List Name Names of Data Items in the List 

JOB Job Description Line 

RGV 
Figure A1 ELSILL GBOT GTOP 

RGL 
Figure A1 GLENG GSLOPE GWORKL GQUOIN GPIN1 

GCD 
Figure A1 GWEBD DQPED DEDMP BGDFD 

GGC 
Figure A1 NGIRDS 

GWE 
Figure A1 NGIRD VD 

GDS 
Figure A1 NPANLI NPANLN NDS NIS 

RDL 
Figure A1 ADEAD XDEAD ZDEAD ABUOY XBUOY ZBUOY 

ALIVE STRUTF 

RWE 
Figure A1 ELUP ELLP ELFS ELOW 

LCN LC1 LC2 LC3 LC4 LC5 LC6 

RSG 
Figure A1 FY FYW FYF FYSK FYS FYI 

FYQ FYD FU 

FAT LC CATSK CATI CATG CATEG 

RGV = name of data list. 

ELSILL = elevation of sill above a given datum (must be positive). 

GBOT = distance from sill to bottom of skin plate. 

GTOP = distance from sill to overflow elevation at top of gate. 

RGL 

Data list RGL (required overall geometry, leaf). See Figure Al for 
illustration. All values are in decimal feet. 

RGL = name of data list. 
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GLENG = length of leaf between contact points. 

GSLOPE = tangent of angle between the gate leaf and the lock center line 
when the gate is in the fully mitered position. 

GWORKL = offset from gate leaf working line to downstream edge of girder 
web. 

GQUOIN = distance along gate leaf working line from quoin contact point to 
gudgeon pin. 

GPIN1 = offset from center of gudgeon pin to gate working line. 

GCD 

Data list GCD (girder geometry common dimensions). See Figure Al for 
illustration. All values are in decimal inches. These dimensions are common to 
all girders. 

GCD = name of data list. 

GWEBD = girder web depth or the clear distance between girder flanges. 

Assume a value for the first trial 

length. 

JL_ £ d <_ h. I where L is the girder 
(\5 8j 

DQPED = distance from quoin contact point to center of nearest end 
diaphragm, measured along the gate working line. 

DEDMP = distance from center of end diaphragm at miter end of gate to 
miter contact point, measured along gate working line. 

BGDFD = bottom girder downstream flange downward extension below the 
center line (usual value is 3 in.). 

GGC 

Data list GGC (girder geometry control). See Figure Al for illustration. 

GGC = name of data list. 

NGIRDS = number of girders in leaf. 
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GWE 

Data list GWE (girder web elevations). See Figure Al for illustration. All 
values are in feet. Repeat the list for each girder. 

GWE = name of data list. 

NGIRD = girder number (one at top and NGIRDS at bottom of gate). 

VD = vertical distance between the sill and the girder web center line. 

GDS 

Data list GDS (girder diaphragm spacing). Repeat the list for each group of 
skin plate panels. See Figure Al for illustration. 

GDS = name of data list. 

NPANLI = girder number at top of panel group. 

NPANLN = girder number at bottom of panel group. 

NDS = number of diaphragm spaces between end diaphragms, along the gate 
leaf. 

NIS = number of intercostal spaces between adjacent diaphragms. 

Note: A panel group refers to panels that have the same number of intercostals 
and the same skin plate thickness. 

RDL 

Data list RDL (required dead loads). Respective units are shown with each 
item. Coordinates are as described for data list GCD. See Figure Al for 
illustration. 

RDL = name of data group. 

ADEAD = concentrated additional dead load, including mud and ice, 
bridgeway or walkway, intermediate diaphragm stiffeners, gusset plates, 
etc., pounds total force. (Gate weight should not be included here.) 

XDEAD = distance along gate working line from quoin contact point 
(x-coordinate) to centroid of ADEAD, feet (a value of zero will set it at 
the middle of GLENG). 
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ZDEAD = offset from downstream edge of girder web to centroid 
(z-coordinate) of ADEAD, inches. 

ABUOY = buoyancy force acting on dry weight of gate, pounds (INV 
module only). 

XBUOY = distance along gate working line from quoin contact point 
(x-coordinate) to centroid of ABUOY, feet (a value of zero will set it at 
the middle of GLENG) (INV module only). 

ZBUOY = offset from downstream edge of girder web to centroid 
(Z-coordinate) of ABUOY, inches (INV module only). 

ALIVE = uniformly applied live load, including walkway and bridgeway, 
total pounds (INV module only). 

STRUTF = strut capacity force, pounds, applied by strut arm in Load Case 5 
(obstruction). 

RWE 

Data list RWE (required water elevations). Elevations are in feet above the 
same datum as ELSILL. See Figure Al for illustration. 

RWE = name of data list. 

ELUP = elevation of upper pool. 

ELLP = elevation of lower pool. 

ELFS = temporal head elevation. 

ELOW = operating water elevation. 

LCN 

Data list LCN (load combination numbers). Values are one or zero. Use one 
to activate the load combination and zero to deactivate the load combination. 
(See page 11, main text, for details.) 

LCN = name of data list. 

LCI, LC2,..., LC6 = load combination numbers. 

LC3 = Equation 6 with I = 0.0 and ELLP = 0. 
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RSG 

Data list RSG (required steel grades). Values of yield stress should be in kips 
per square inch. 

RSG = name of data list. 

FY = yield strength of all steel not specifically listed for one of the other 
items in the list. 

FYW = yield strength of the steel in girder webs. 

FYF = yield strength of the steel in the girder flanges. 

FYSK = yield strength of the steel in the skin plate. 

FYS = yield strength of the steel in the girder stiffeners. 

FYI = yield strength of the steel in the intercostals. 

FYQ = yield strength of the steel in the quoin post. 

FYD = yield strength of the steel in the diagonals. 

FU = maximum diagonal tensile strength. 

FAT 

Data list FAT (fatigue load condition and fatigue categories). Fatigue values 
included in CMITER-LRFD for load condition and fatigue categories are those 
specified in AISC (1986). 

FAT = name of data list. 

LC = load condition of the gate. 

CATSK = fatigue category of the skin plate. 

CATI = fatigue category of the intercostal. 

CATG = fatigue category of the girders. 

CATGE = fatigue category of the girders at end diaphragm. 
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Group 2 

The data in Group 2 (Table A2) are required to run the INV module. The 
DES module must be run if the user wants to set the dimensions of the horizontal 
girders and intercostals. When designed, the data in Group 2 can be omitted and 
the program will then calculate these values (Figure A2). 

Table A2 
Data File Group 2 

List Name Names of Data Items in the List 

GWT 
Figure A2 NGIRDI NGIRDN GWET GWCT 

GFU 
Figure A2 NGIRDI NGIRDN GUFEW GUFET GUF34W GUF4CW 

GUFCT GUCPX GUCPW GUCPT 

GFD 
Figure A2 NGIRDI NGIRDN GDFEW GDFET GDFCW GDFCT 

GDCPX GDCPW GDCPT 

GFC 
Figure A2 NGIRDI NGIRDN GUFX4 GDFX5 

GWS 
Figure A2 NGIRDI NGIRDN NGWTS NGLS GLS1D GLS1W 

GLS1T GLS2D GLS2W GLS2T GLS3D GLS3W 

GLS3T 

ISG 
Figure A2 NGIRDI NGIRDN SPT ODI STEMT FWI 

FTI 

GWT 

Data list GWT (girder web thicknesses). The minimum thickness for design 
is established by TMGW in data list DMT (Group 4). Values are in inches. Use 
once for each group of adjacent girders with the same web thicknesses (see 
Figure A2 for illustration). Data list DMT in Group 4 shows default minimum 
values and how to change them. 

GWT = name of data list. 

NGIRDI = girder number at top of group of girders. 

NGIRDN = girder number at bottom of group of girders. 
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Figure A2. Group 2 data items 
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GWET = girder web end zone thickness in quoin post area. 

GWCT = girder web center zone thickness between end diaphragms. 

GFU 

Data list GFU (girder flange, upstream). The minimum thicknesses for 
design are established by TMGW in data list DMT (Group 4). Values are in 
inches. Use once for each group of adjacent girders with the same flange 
description (see Figure A2 for illustration). 

GFU = name of data list. 

NGIRDI = girder number at top of group of girders. 

NGIRDN = girder number at bottom of group of girders. 

GUFEW = girder upstream flange end zone width from girder end to corner 
splice. 

GUFET = girder upstream flange end zone thickness from girder end to 
corner splice. 

GUF34W = girder upstream flange width from corner splice point to flange 
splice point. 

GUF4CW = girder upstream flange width from flange splice point to girder 
center line. 

GUFCT = girder upstream flange thickness from corner splice point, through 
flange splice point, to girder center line, and thickness of intermediate 
diaphragm upstream flange. 

GUCPX = girder upstream cover plate end x-coordinate. 

GUCPW = girder upstream cover plate width. 

GUCPT = girder upstream cover plate thickness. 

GFD 

Data list GFD (girder flange, downstream). The minimum thicknesses for 
design are established by TMGW in data list DMT (Group 4). Values are in 
inches. Use once for each group of adjacent girders with the same flange 
description (see Figure A2 for illustration). 

GFD = name of data list. 
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NGIRDI = girder number at top of group of girders. 

NGIRDN = girder number at bottom of group of girders. 

GDFEW = girder downstream flange end zone width from girder end to 
splice point. 

GDFET = girder downstream flange end zone thickness from girder end to 
splice point. 

GDFCW = girder downstream flange center zone width from splice point to 
girder center line. 

GDFCT = girder downstream flange center zone thickness from splice point 
to girder center line. 

GDCPX = girder downstream flange cover plate end x-coordinate. 

GDCPW = girder downstream cover plate width. 

GDCPT = girder downstream cover plate thickness. 

GFC 

Data list GFC (girder flange, x-coordinates). Use once for each group of 
adjacent girders with the same flange description. Dimensions are in inches (see 
Figure A2 for illustration). 

GFC = name of data list. 

NGIRDI = girder number at top of group of girders. 

NGIRDN = girder number at bottom of group of girders. 

GUFX4 = girder upstream flange x-coordinate of flange splice point. 

GDFX5 = girder downstream flange x-coordinate of flange splice point. 

GWS 

Data list GWS (girder web stiffeners). Use once for each group of adjacent 
girders with the same stiffener description. Dimensions are in inches (see 
Figure A2 for illustration). 

GWS = name of data list. 

NGIRDI = girder number at top of group of girders. 
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NGIRDN = girder number at bottom of group of girders. 

NGWTS = number of girder web transverse stiffener spaces between 
adjacent intermediate diaphragms. Use zero if there are no stiffeners. 

NGLS = number of girder longitudinal stiffener pairs to be used. If more 
than one pair is used, Pair 1 will be upstream of Pair 2, and Pair 2 will be 
upstream of Pair 3. 

GLS1D = girder longitudinal Stiffener 1, distance from upstream edge of web 
to center of stiffener plate. 

GLS1W = girder longitudinal Stiffener 1, width of each plate in the pair. 
Use negative value if stiffeners are only on one side of web. 

GLS1T = girder longitudinal Stiffener 1, thickness of each plate. 

GLS2D = girder longitudinal Stiffener 2, distance from upstream edge of web 
to center of stiffener plate in Pair 2. Must be less than GLS ID. Use zero 
if NGLS is less than two. 

GLS2W = girder longitudinal Stiffener 2, width of each plate in the pair. 
Use negative value if stiffeners are only on one side of web. Use zero if 
NGLS is less than two. 

GLS2T = girder longitudinal Stiffener 2, thickness of each plate. Use zero if 
NGLS is less than two. 

GLS3D = girder longitudinal Stiffener 3, distance from upstream edge of web 
to center of stiffener plate in Pair 2. Must be less than GLS2D. Use zero 
if NGLS is less than three. 

GLS3W = girder longitudinal Stiffener 3, width of each plate in the pair. 
Use negative value if stiffeners are only on one side of web. Use zero if 
NGLS is less than three. 

GLS3T = girder longitudinal Stiffener 3, thickness of each plate. Use zero if 
NGLS is less than three. 

ISG 

Data list ISG (intercostal and skin plate geometry). ISG defines the 
intercostal size and spacing and skin plate thickness for both investigation and 
design. Repeat the list for each group of skin plate panels (see Figure A2 for 
illustration). 

ISG = name of data list. 
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NGIRDI = girder number at top of group of girders. 

NGIRDN = girder number at bottom of group of girders. 

SPT = skin plate thickness. The minimum thickness for design is established 
by TMSP in data list DMT (Group 4). All values are in inches. 

ODI = overall depth of intercostal stem, including FTI, perpendicular to skin 
plate. 

STEMT = thickness of intercostal stem. 

FWI = flange width of intercostal (T-section). 

FTI = flange thickness of intercostal (T-section). 

Group 3 

The data in Group 3 (Table A3) are required to run the DES module if the 
design of the following detailed elements is desired: end diaphragms, quoin 
post, thrust diaphragm, tapered end section, and diagonals (Figures A3 and A4). 
The items marked with an asterisk may be entered as zero and the program will 
calculate them. 

RGS 

Data list RGS (required geometry for struts). All values are in decimal feet 
(See Figure A4 for illustration). 

RGS = name of data list. 

GSTRT1 = distance along gate working line from gudgeon pin to strut pin, at 
top girder. 

GSTRT3 = vertical distance from center line of top girder up to strut 
connection point. 

RED 

Data list RED (required end diaphragm description). All values are in inches 
(Figure A3). 

RED = name of data list. 

EDT = end diaphragm web thickness. For design purposes use a value of 
zero. 
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Table A3 
Data File Group 3 

List Name Names of Data Items in the List 

RGS 
Figure A4 GSTRT1 GSTRT3 

RED 
Figure A3 EDT* EDUFW EDDFW EDDFT 

RID 
Figure A3 DUFW DDFW DDFT DWT 

RQP 
Figure A3 GUFX3 TDSLOC CPLOC CPUW QCPT QCPSW 

QCPST QTDT* QDST QDSUFW QDSDFW QDSFT 

TDHSA 

RDH 
Figure A4 NDPH DX1Q DX1M DX2Q DX2M DX3Q 

DX3M 

RDV 
Figure A4 NDPV DTD DBU NDG1 DG1U DG1D 

NDG2 NG2U DG2D 

RDW DDSN DDSP 

* Enter as zero. Program will calculate.   

EDUFW = end diaphragm upstream flange width. 

EDDFW = end diaphragm downstream flange width. 

EDDFT = end diaphragm downstream flange thickness. (Upstream flange 
thickness is GUFCT in data list GFU (Group 2).) 

RID 

Data list RID (required intermediate diaphragm description). All values are 
in inches (Figure A3). 

RID = name of data list. 

DUFW = diaphragm upstream flange width. 

DDFW = diaphragm downstream flange width. 
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Figure A3. Group 3, quoin, tapered end, and end diaphragm data 

DDFT = diaphragm downstream flange thickness. (The upstream flange 
thickness is set by GUFCT in data list GFU (Group 2).) 

DWT = diaphragm web thickness. 
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Figure A4. Group 3, diagonals 

RQP 

Data list RQP (required data for quoin post). All values are in inches except 
TDHSA, which is in square inches (Figure A3). 
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RQP = name of data list. 

GUFX3 = girder upstream flange x-coordinate of corner splice point. 

TDSLOC = thrust diaphragm stiffener plate location, distance along thrust 
diaphragm from quoin contact point to center of thrust diaphragm stiffener 
plate. 

CPLOC = distance along line of thrust diaphragm from quoin contact point 
to the inside edge of the end plate. 

CPUW = quoin post contact plate width from center line of the thrust 
diaphragm to upstream corner of the end plate. The downstream partial 
width is calculated by the program. 

QCPT = quoin post contact plate thickness. 

QCPSW = quoin post contact plate stiffener width. 

QCPST = quoin post contact plate stiffener thickness. 

QTDT = quoin post thrust diaphragm thickness. A value of zero will cause 
the QTDT to be selected by the program. 

QDST = quoin post thrust diaphragm stiffener plate thickness. 

QDSUFW = quoin post thrust diaphragm stiffener plate upstream flange 
width. Use a value of zero to omit the upstream half of the stiffener plate 
and its flange. 

QDSDFW = quoin post thrust diaphragm stiffener plate downstream flange 
width. Use a value of zero to omit the downstream half of the stiffener 
plate and its flange. 

QDSFT = quoin post thrust diaphragm stiffener plate flange thickness. 

TDHSA = thrust diaphragm horizontal stiffener cross-section area, square 
inches. This stiffener is horizontal, extending from the contact plate to the 
end diaphragm, located halfway up in the space between girder webs. Use 
a value of zero to omit this plate. 

RDH 

Data list RDH (required diagonal geometry, horizontal). This data list 
describes the x-coordinates along the gate working line from the quoin contact 
point to the ends of diagonals and the eccentricities normal to the skin plate. The 
x-coordinate values in this group are in pairs, one pair of coordinate values for 
each pair of diagonals horizontally (Figure A4). All x-coordinates are in inches. 
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RDH = name of data list. 

NDPH = number of diagonal pairs, horizontally (three maximum). 

DX1Q = x-coordinate of diagonal pair end toward the quoin, first pair. 

DX1M = x-coordinate of diagonal pair end toward the miter end, first pair. 

DX2Q = x-coordinate of diagonal pair end toward the quoin, second pair. 

DX2M = x-coordinate of diagonal pair end toward the miter end, second pair. 

DX3Q = x-coordinate of diagonal pair end toward the quoin, third pair. 

DX3M = x-coordinate of diagonal pair end toward the miter end, third pair. 

RDV 

Data list RDV (required diagonal geometry, vertical). This data list describes 
the vertical relationship between the diagonal ends and the gate vertical geometry 
(Figure A4). Values are in inches. 

RDV = name of data list. 

NDPV = number of diagonal pairs vertically. 

DTD = distance from topmost girder web down to highest diagonal end. 

DBU = distance from bottom girder web up to lowest diagonal end. 

NDG1 = girder number at the bottom of the topmost diagonal pair panel (use 
if NDPV is two or three). 

DG1U = distance from the web of the girder NDG1 up to lower end of 
diagonal pair in the topmost diagonal panel (use if NDPV is two or three). 

DG1D = distance from the web of the girder NDG1 down to the upper end of 
diagonal pair in the diagonal panel inmediately below the girder (use if 
NDPV is two or three). 

NDG2 = girder number at the top of the bottom diagonal panel, the third 
diagonal panel (use if NDPV is three). 

DG2U = distance from the web of the girder NDG2 up to lower end of 
diagonal pair in the middle diagonal panel. 

DG2D = distance from the web of the girder NDG2 down to the upper end of 
diagonal pair in the bottom diagonal panel. 
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RDW 

Data list RDW (required diagonal geometry). This data list defines the 
horizontal offset from the skin plate to the diagonals. Values are in inches 
(Figure A4). 

RDW = name of data list. 

DDSN = distance from downstream face of skin plate to center line of 
negative diagonals. 

DDSP = distance from downstream face of skin plate to center line of 
positive diagonals. 

Group 4 

Group 4 (Table A4) is required only if the user wants to change the default 
values used for certain items and when the load combination 6 is active. 

Table A4 
Data File Group 4 

j List Name Names of Data Items in the List 

DMT TMSP TMED TMI TMGW TMGF 

DEF HEAD1 HEAD2 OBSLOC THEAD OWP UWW 

EQAF USYM SYM 

DMT 

Data list DMT (design minimum thickness). Each item in this list includes 
the default value that is specified if the list is not entered. Values are in inches. 

DMT = name of the data group. 

TMSP = minimum thickness of skin plate (SPT in data list ISG (Group 2)). 
Default value = 0.375 in. 

TMED = minimum thickness of end diaphragms (EDT in data list RED 
(Group 3)). Default value = 0.5 in. 

TMI = minimum thickness of intercostal (data list ISG (Group 2)). Default 
value = 0.375 in. 
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TMGW = minimum thickness of girder webs (GWET and GWCT in data list 
GWT (Group 2)). Default value = 0.375 in. 

TMGF = minimum thickness of girder flanges (data groups GFU and GFD 
(Group 2)). Default value = 0.5 in. 

DEF 

Data list DEF (default values for load data). This data list allows changing 
the default values for hydraulic and impact load data. 

DEF = name of the data group. 

HEAD1 = feet of water to be used as a minimum head for analysis of skin 
plate. Default value = 6.0 ft. 

HEAD2 = feet of water to be used as a minimum head for impact analysis of 
girders in ASD criteria. A value of zero is used in LRFD criteria. 

OBSLOC = obstruction location radius from pintle, feet. If not changed by 
data group DEF, the default value will be placed at the miter point. Use 
any number if STRUTF = 0. 

THEAD = temporal head, feet of water, applied from the full submergence 
elevation ELFS down to the gate bottom. Default value = 1.25 ft. 

OWP = operating water pressure, pounds per square inch, applied from the 
operating water elevation ELOW to the gate bottom. Default value = 
30.0 psf. 

UWW = unit weight of water, pounds per cubic foot. Default value = 
62.5 pcf. 

EQAF = earthquake acceleration factor to be used in Westergaard's equation 
to determine dynamic water pressures. Default value = 0.05. 

USYM = unsymmetric impact load, kips. Default value = 250.0 kips. 

SYM = symmetric impact load, kips. Default value = 400.0 kips. 
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